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so we’re off to Russia in 2009. Having met Dima Bilan 
two years ago in Athens, i wasn’t at all surprised that 
he conquered in Belgrade with his second attempt.  
i even predicted to one of our readers last October 
that Russia would win this year … and Dima’s name 
hadn’t even been mentioned then! While not wishing 
to take away the taste of victory from Russian 
lips, i personally hope that future contests are less 
predictable and more enjoyable as far as the voting 
is concerned.

Commiserations must also be offered to our very 
own Andy Abraham who, statistically, came last 
out of the 25 songs taking part in the final. Political, 
perhaps, i thought Andy not only gave an excellent 
performance but also sold “even if” in a way that i had 
not recognised before the night. Unfortunately, the 
rest of europe chose not to buy it. still, Andy made at 
least one person watching at home extremely proud 
to be British!

And so the main eurovision season is over once again, 
but there is still much to look forward to.  Glasgow will 
host the second Dance Contest in september, while 
the newly named eurobash will be held in Birmingham 
during October. And if that’s not enough, the Junior 
song Contest will be held on the island of Cyprus 
towards the end of the year.

There’s certainly no rest for the eurovision fan these 
days!

Gordon Lewis

Eurovision CD’s 
… and much more!
For full list send IRC to:

Bea de Vrind
Van Boisotring 41
2722 AA Zoetermeer
The Netherlands

 Website: www.bearecords.com E-mail: bea@bearecords.nl
Tel: 00 31 79 34 31 518 Fax: 00 31 79 33 14 74
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Russia	 6	 5	 12	 8	 12	 3	 4	 6	 6	 8	 7	 	 12	 10	 1	 6	 8	 7	 7	 10	 	 5	 12	 12	 12	 8	 10	 8	 1	 5	 6	 6	 10	 	 	 10	 7	 5	 	 	 5	 12	 	 272
Ukraine	 8	 6	 5	 10	 10	 1	 3	 7	 7	 6	 8	 7	 4	 3	 	 4	 10	 	 6	 6	 5	 6	 10	 10	 6	 10	 7	 4	 	 	 10	 12	 3	 8	 	 6	 2	 7	 	 	 8	 	 5	 230
Greece	 12	 8	 8	 6	 2	 8	 7	 10	 5	 12	 5	 3	 1	 	 3	 3	 4	 12	 	 8	 	 4	 5	 	 	 2	 4	 6	 6	 	 3	 	 12	 3	 12	 8	 6	 3	 1	 5	 7	 2	 12	 218
Armenia	 2	 	 	 	 7	 12	 6	 8	 	 10	 12	 	 	 	 12	 1	 12	 6	 12	 	 1	 	 8	 	 	 	 2	 1	 12	 	 12	 	 4	 12	 8	 5	 5	 10	 2	 	 10	 7	 	 199
Norway	 7	 1	 7	 5	 5	 2	 2	 1	 1	 	 	 10	 8	 12	 	 	 5	 	 2	 4	 10	 7	 7	 6	 4	 3	 5	 	 4	 	 8	 2	 5	 5	 7	 4	 	 6	 12	 	 2	 6	 7	 182
Serbia	 5	 	 3	 2	 1	 	 12	 4	 10	 5	 6	 	 	 	 7	 10	 	 8	 5	 7	 2	 	 	 	 	 1	 1	 12	 8	 6	 4	 	 7	 4	 	 	 12	 	 6	 12	 	 	 	 160
Turkey	 10	 	 	 12	 3	 10	 8	 5	 	 	 	 4	 	 4	 10	 7	 6	 10	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 2	 	 	 8	 2	 4	 	 	 	 	 6	 	 4	 8	 138
Azerbaijan	 	 7	 	 	 8	 7	 	 3	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 8	 7	 1	 3	 12	 	 	 3	 4	 7	 	 8	 	 2	 	 7	 	 2	 10	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 12	 10	 	 132
Israel	 4	 	 6	 7	 4	 5	 5	 2	 2	 2	 	 	 	 8	 6	 	 3	 3	 1	 3	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 6	 5	 3	 3	 5	 	 6	 6	 10	 7	 3	 	 	 1	 	 5	 	 124
Bosnia Herz.	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 1	 2	 	 6	 2	 5	 	 5	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 7	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 10	 	 10	 7	 6	 	 	 110
Georgia	 	 	 10	 4	 6	 	 	 	 	 7	 4	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 2	 8	 5	 5	 3	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 8	 	 83
Latvia	 	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 3	 6	 7	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 4	 12	 	 	 10	 7	 	 3	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 3	 	 	 	 10	 83
Portugal	 	 10	 	 	 	 6	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 4	 	 	 6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 1	 	 8	 	 10	 	 3	 	 69
Iceland	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 2	 	 6	 	 	 	 8	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 8	 	 	 	 6	 64
Denmark	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 12	 1	 	 7	 2	 4	 	 	 	 12	 	 5	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 3	 60
Spain	 1	 12	 1	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 4	 	 1	 	 1	 5	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 3	 	 1	 55
Albania	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 1	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 4	 	 	 8	 1	 	 	 55
Sweden	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 8	 2	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 3	 	 1	 	 1	 12	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 47
France	 	 3	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 6	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 3	 8	 	 	 	 	 1	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 2	 47
Romania	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 6	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 1	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 45
Croatia	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 1	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 3	 1	 1	 	 3	 8	 	 	 3	 	 1	 	 44
Finland	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 35
Germany	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 14
Poland	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 14
UK	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14
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Greece	 5	 10	 12	 10	 8	 5	 3	 12	 	 10	 7	 4	 7	 8	 4	 6	 12	 6	 12	 8	 7	 156
Armenia	 3	 	 	 12	 6	 2	 4	 10	 12	 2	 10	 5	 6	 12	 3	 12	 5	 12	 8	 5	 10	 139
Russia	 4	 12	 8	 3	 7	 10	 6	 6	 10	 4	 12	 7	 8	 2	 8	 8	 8	 	 	 7	 5	 135
Norway	 10	 8	 7	 1	 4	 8	 12	 1	 	 8	 6	 3	 4	 5	 	 7	 4	 7	 7	 2	 2	 106
Israel	 7	 7	 10	 7	 5	 	 10	 4	 5	 	 	 	 5	 6	 10	 4	 6	 8	 2	 4	 4	 104
Azerbaijan	 8	 2	 	 5	 3	 4	 5	 8	 7	 5	 5	 10	 3	 4	 	 10	 7	 10	 	 	 	 96
Romania	 6	 5	 6	 6	 	 	 1	 3	 8	 7	 8	 12	 	 3	 5	 3	 	 1	 6	 6	 8	 94
Finland	 12	 	 	 2	 1	 12	 	 2	 6	 6	 	 8	 2	 	 6	 5	 	 4	 4	 3	 6	 79
Bosnia Herz.	 	 	 4	 	 	 1	 8	 7	 	 3	 	 6	 12	 7	 12	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 72
Poland	 	 1	 3	 	 	 	 	 5	 1	 12	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 2	 3	 10	 	 3	 42
Slovenia	 	 4	 1	 	 10	 	 	 	 2	 	 2	 2	 10	 	 	 2	 1	 2	 	 	 	 36
Moldova	 1	 6	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 5	 5	 	 	 36
Netherlands	 	 3	 2	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 7	 	 3	 	 3	 	 	 27
Montenegro	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 10	 	 23
Andorra	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 1	 4	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 1	 12	 22
Ireland	 	 	 	 4	 2	 7	 2	 	 	 	 3	 	 1	 1	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 22
Belgium	 	 	 	 	 	 6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 16
Estonia	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8
San Marino	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5
The song placed first in the jury vote was also placed in the top ten by televoting 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
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Russia	 6	 5	 12	 8	 12	 3	 4	 6	 6	 8	 7	 	 12	 10	 1	 6	 8	 7	 7	 10	 	 5	 12	 12	 12	 8	 10	 8	 1	 5	 6	 6	 10	 	 	 10	 7	 5	 	 	 5	 12	 	 272
Ukraine	 8	 6	 5	 10	 10	 1	 3	 7	 7	 6	 8	 7	 4	 3	 	 4	 10	 	 6	 6	 5	 6	 10	 10	 6	 10	 7	 4	 	 	 10	 12	 3	 8	 	 6	 2	 7	 	 	 8	 	 5	 230
Greece	 12	 8	 8	 6	 2	 8	 7	 10	 5	 12	 5	 3	 1	 	 3	 3	 4	 12	 	 8	 	 4	 5	 	 	 2	 4	 6	 6	 	 3	 	 12	 3	 12	 8	 6	 3	 1	 5	 7	 2	 12	 218
Armenia	 2	 	 	 	 7	 12	 6	 8	 	 10	 12	 	 	 	 12	 1	 12	 6	 12	 	 1	 	 8	 	 	 	 2	 1	 12	 	 12	 	 4	 12	 8	 5	 5	 10	 2	 	 10	 7	 	 199
Norway	 7	 1	 7	 5	 5	 2	 2	 1	 1	 	 	 10	 8	 12	 	 	 5	 	 2	 4	 10	 7	 7	 6	 4	 3	 5	 	 4	 	 8	 2	 5	 5	 7	 4	 	 6	 12	 	 2	 6	 7	 182
Serbia	 5	 	 3	 2	 1	 	 12	 4	 10	 5	 6	 	 	 	 7	 10	 	 8	 5	 7	 2	 	 	 	 	 1	 1	 12	 8	 6	 4	 	 7	 4	 	 	 12	 	 6	 12	 	 	 	 160
Turkey	 10	 	 	 12	 3	 10	 8	 5	 	 	 	 4	 	 4	 10	 7	 6	 10	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 2	 	 	 8	 2	 4	 	 	 	 	 6	 	 4	 8	 138
Azerbaijan	 	 7	 	 	 8	 7	 	 3	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 8	 7	 1	 3	 12	 	 	 3	 4	 7	 	 8	 	 2	 	 7	 	 2	 10	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 12	 10	 	 132
Israel	 4	 	 6	 7	 4	 5	 5	 2	 2	 2	 	 	 	 8	 6	 	 3	 3	 1	 3	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 6	 5	 3	 3	 5	 	 6	 6	 10	 7	 3	 	 	 1	 	 5	 	 124
Bosnia Herz.	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 1	 2	 	 6	 2	 5	 	 5	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 7	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 10	 	 10	 7	 6	 	 	 110
Georgia	 	 	 10	 4	 6	 	 	 	 	 7	 4	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 2	 8	 5	 5	 3	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 8	 	 83
Latvia	 	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 3	 6	 7	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 4	 12	 	 	 10	 7	 	 3	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 3	 	 	 	 10	 83
Portugal	 	 10	 	 	 	 6	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 4	 	 	 6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 1	 	 8	 	 10	 	 3	 	 69
Iceland	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 2	 	 6	 	 	 	 8	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 8	 	 	 	 6	 64
Denmark	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 12	 1	 	 7	 2	 4	 	 	 	 12	 	 5	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 3	 60
Spain	 1	 12	 1	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 4	 	 1	 	 1	 5	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 3	 	 1	 55
Albania	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 1	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 4	 	 	 8	 1	 	 	 55
Sweden	 3	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 8	 2	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 3	 	 1	 	 1	 12	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 47
France	 	 3	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 6	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 3	 8	 	 	 	 	 1	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 2	 47
Romania	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 6	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 1	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 45
Croatia	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 1	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 3	 1	 1	 	 3	 8	 	 	 3	 	 1	 	 44
Finland	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 	 	 	 	 35
Germany	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 14
Poland	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 14
UK	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14
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Ukraine	 	 12	 12	 7	 10	 12	 7	 3	 6	 12	 8	 6	 6	 7	 8	 12	 8	 3	 1	 12	 	 	 152
Portugal	 6	 8	 5	 8	 3	 7	 	 12	 	 7	 6	 10	 3	 4	 3	 	 6	 5	 12	 	 8	 7	 120
Denmark	 4	 4	 2	 3	 5	 10	 	 4	 3	 3	 12	 12	 8	 8	 4	 8	 	 12	 5	 	 4	 1	 112
Croatia	 3	 7	 6	 	 6	 3	 3	 2	 10	 8	 10	 4	 7	 5	 	 6	 10	 4	 6	 5	 7	 	 112
Georgia	 	 10	 4	 	 12	 8	 	 	 2	 	 2	 2	 10	 10	 10	 7	 7	 1	 	 10	 12	 	 107
Latvia	 	 6	 1	 6	 	 5	 6	 	 4	 6	 	 7	 	 12	 6	 10	 2	 8	 	 	 2	 5	 86
Turkey	 12	 3	 7	 	 	 	 8	 10	 8	 5	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	 7	 	 5	 10	 85
Iceland	 5	 1	 	 	 1	 	 10	 8	 	 	 7	 	 2	 2	 5	 5	 	 10	 4	 3	 1	 4	 68
Albania	 	 5	 	 10	 	 1	 	 5	 12	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 2	 	 7	 10	 8	 3	 3	 67
FYR Mac.	 7	 	 10	 12	 	 4	 2	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 2	 8	 7	 	 	 64
Bulgaria	 	 2	 	 1	 8	 2	 	 6	 7	 	 3	 5	 1	 1	 2	 1	 5	 	 	 6	 6	 	 56
Sweden *	 1	 	 	 	 4	 	 12	 1	 	 	 1	 8	 	 3	 7	 3	 3	 	 3	 2	 	 6	 54
Switzerland	10	 	 	 5	 7	 	 5	 7	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 47
Malta	 8	 	 3	 4	 	 6	 4	 	 	 	 	 3	 4	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 38
Cyprus	 2	 	 8	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 2	 4	 	 12	 36
Lithuania	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 	 12	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	 30
Belarus 	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 5	 6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	 	 27
Czech Rep.	 	 	 	 2	 	 	 	 	 5	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 9
Hungary	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	 	 	 1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	 	 	 6
* Sweden was placed first in the jury vote and was therefore awarded a place in the final ahead of FYR Macedonia and Bulgaria
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SEMI-FINAL TWO



4	

Gordon Lewis finds out more about the 
superstar who gained Russia’s first Eurovision 
victory

PROFILE DIMA BILAN

Until 2003 no one had heard of Dima Bilan, but his 
participation at Eastern Europe’s ‘Jurmala’ music 
contest saw him awarded with a record contract that 

led to him becoming a household name across Russia.  
Shortly after the event his first single was released 
and a debut album, “La Nochnoy Hooligan”, soon 
followed.  The following year a second album, “Na 
Beregu Neba”, appeared and, with both proving 
extremely popular, Dima had made himself a 
major musical force to be reckoned with.

Within months the awards started piling 
in, including two presentations at the MTV 
Russia Music Awards where he gained 
‘Best Performer’ and ‘Artist of the Year’.  
Although few people had heard of Dima 
outside of his native Russia, the accolades 
that were being bestowed upon him would 
have made even the greatest international 
star slightly envious.  And international stardom 
was exactly what the young heartthrob wanted to 
obtain!

May 2006 and all eyes were focussed on Athens 
for the annual Eurovision Song Contest, and 
even more eyes were focussing on a handsome 
man from the east.  Dima wowed the televoters 
across Europe with his amazing performance 
and vocals, but “Never Let You Go” was forced 
into second place behind Finnish monsters, 
Lordi.  Yet despite coming second, the song 
would receive an international release, provide 
Dima with a third album and, perhaps more 
importantly, gain recognition from some of the 
world’s top music producers. 

Two years and several more awards later, 
Dima comfortably won the national final that P
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selected the next Russian entry, also becoming the first 
singer to represent Russia on more than one occasion.  
Having co-written the song with American songwriter 
Jim Beanz, who had already worked with Dima on 

other hits such as “Number 1 Fan”, the Russian singer 
caught the attention of megastar Timbaland who offered 
to produce the Eurovision entry.

With the mighty man of music behind him, Dima was 
confident that victory would be his and helped devise 
a complicated stage routine that involved a mini ice 
rink, top international skating champion Evgeny 

Pluschenko, and violinist Edvin Marton.  Even though 
the complex logistics of moving everything on and off the 

stage caused Serbian Television several sleepless nights, the 
Russian delegation were certain that the show would go on to bring 

them success, which it subsequently did.
Immediately after his Eurovision win, Dima embarked on a 

whirlwind tour of Europe to celebrate his achievement and 
promote his winning song, “Believe”.  It was a hectic 

schedule, with different hotels every night and little 
time to talk about what he had accomplished.  And 

yet, in the middle of everything, a new star was 
born; a star who believed he would win the song 

contest before he had even sung the first note.
Dima believed and he still believes.  In 

a crowded corridor he hurriedly referred 
to his success … and some of his critics 
at home.  “They said it was too risky to 
come back.  They said second place was 
a good result.  But I believed in myself 
and my work was not in vain.  I have 
done Eurovision twice and this time it 
was right for me.  Now I have one less 
dream and I can concentrate on other 
types of music.”

DIMA BELIEVES
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A SERBIAN
DIARY
Hassan Yusuf reflects on his time 
spent in Belgrade as a journalist 

at the 2008 Eurovision Song 
Contest
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A SERBIAN
DIARY

The omens were good - Terminal 5 
was perfect!  Belgrade certainly 
wasn’t what I imagined it to be.  
It’s very modern and everyone 

is really friendly.  Who says the Serbs 
hate the British?

My hotel was perfect.  It was a new 
4-star hotel located a few minutes 
walk from the Belgrade Arena where 
Eurovision was being held, and only a 
short walk from the Sava Centar where 
the press conference centre was located.  
Staying with me at the hotel were fellow 
travellers and OGAE UK members Robin 
Scott and David Elder.  We shouldn’t 
have actually been staying at this hotel 
as it was an ‘official’ hotel, but as we 
booked well in advance we shared the 
hotel with the delegations from Ukraine, 
Sweden, Belarus, Hungary and later on, 
Israel.

The first night was spent exploring part 
of Belgrade - mainly Republic Square.  
Luke Fisher from Oikotimes.com took 
us to Belgrade’s first ever restaurant, 
called the Question Mark.  The food was 
decent, but service was never going to 
be a Serbian forte.

Arriving two weeks before the contest 
itself I was determined to see as many 
rehearsals and go to as many press 

conferences as possible!  Luckily I was 
able to get accreditation.

The first thing I did on arriving in 
Belgrade was to register my presence 
as a journalist.  The press centre was 
huge and impressive - no chairs in the 
public areas - just comfortable upright 
bean bags - hundreds of them!  The 
press centre was manned by dozens of 
young enthusiastic volunteers.  I met a 
couple of members from OGAE Serbia 
who were most impressed with Vision 
- especially the quiz which was all about 
ex-Yugoslav entries.  These volunteers 
were great, except when they booed the 
Albanian song at a dress rehearsal due 
to the mess with Kosovo.  Sometimes 
you just can’t take the politics out of 
Eurovision.  At least they all spoke 
English!

Anyway, my main ‘chore’ for Vision 
was to produce a daily update for the 
magazine, part of which has already 
been published online at www.uk.ogae.
net  What follows are short extracts from 
my entries.

SUNDAY, 11th  MAY
One of the things I love about attending 
the pre-contest is going behind the 
scenes and seeing the stage for the first 

 Terminal 5 was quiet and successful! The massive Press Center at the Sava Centar
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time.  And yes, I was impressed!  The 
best since Riga - it was actually a cross 
between Riga and Helsinki, with a great 
backdrop ala Istanbul.

 It was time for rehearsals.  Every 
country had 40 minutes each.  
Montenegro started everything off.  
One of the backing singers just kept on 
complaining about not being able to hear 
anything - then it was too loud.  There’s 
no satisfying some people!  But that’s 
what rehearsals are all about - to fix any 
teething problems, and they seemed 
happy with everything by the time they 
finished their first stint on stage.

The Moldovan performance was 
rather strange - 
they brought their 
own sofa along!  
At least they 
could relax during 
performances.  And 
the wind machine 
made a welcome 
appearance.  If they 
were trying to make 
an impression of a 
family lounge, they 
must have an awful 
draught!

 After to-ing and 

fro-ing from the venues (took ages to 
find the shuttle bus!) - I just had to see 
my favourite song being performed  by 
those strange Belgians, Ishtar!  They may 
have sung in a made-up language, but 
it sounded marvellous.  We all merrily 
clapped along to Ishtar during the press 
conference.  If there was ever a ‘feel 
good’ song at Eurovision, then this was 
it.  I asked the composer if it was strange 
writing in a made-up language and 
what came first - the tune or the words.  
Well, the tune came first and then it was 
a matter of creating words that inspired 
joy.  Personally I would have loved to 
pop over to Belgium by Eurostar next 

year!
You can’t 

Eurostar to Baku 
unfortunately, but 
the new babies 
to Eurovision, 
Azerbaijan, were 
certainly going 
to do their best to 
make us go there 
next year.  Elnur 
& Samir both 
gave a powerful 
performance.  I 
predicted an easy 

Republic Square with the landmark ‘horse’  All the young volunteers at the Press Centre

 The impressive Belgrade Arena
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ride to the final as their stage act was 
very memorable, as was the song.  The 
Azeris were given a warm welcome 
by the Turkish fans, as they are fellow 
Turkic-speakers.

 Slovenia had a disaster with their 
props!  Their specially constructed cage 
refused to work, forcing poor Rebeka 
Dremelj to walk around it.  Still, she’s a 
powerful performer and knows how to 
make an entrance!  This was certainly a 
prop-ridden semi-final.

MONDAY, 12th MAY
Day two of rehearsals.  First on was 
Poland - and wow, please mind the 
sexist remark - but what a hot babe!  Isis 
Gee looked wonderful.  She has legs that 
go on forever and kill!  And her stage 
performance was wonderful too.  I never 
rated her song that highly before arriving 
to Belgrade, but it sounded great live. 

Dustin the Turkey for Ireland was on 
next and what a hoot of an experience 
that was!  And the press conference was 
even more of a hoot!  Our own Richard 
Crane asked Dustin a question and 
Dustin went into abusive mode over our 
poor old Andy Abraham - all done in 
jest of course.  I told Dustin that maybe 
he should apologise to Sir Terry Wogan 

about the quip regarding our famous 
commentator’s hair-piece!  Of course 
Dustin wasn’t having any of it.  He was 
far more obsessed talking about the 
lovely Isis Gee.  Apparently they were 
an item! 

I had high hopes for Andorra getting to 
the final this year.  If “Casanova” didn’t 
do it for them, nothing will!  Gisela was 
a polished performer and the backing 
group was actually from Barcelona.  The 
head of delegation revealed that finding 
a performer was difficult considering 
how small Andorra is.  Gisela is a life-
long Eurovision fan, and her favourite 
song was Sertab’s “Any Way That I Can”, 
which won for Turkey a few years back.

Guess what?  I taught Laka of Bosnia 
& Herzegovina a new word - ‘dolally’!  
I explained at the press conference that 
in the UK anyone with such a crazy act 
would be described as a bit ‘dolally’.  
Apparently his song was about the soup 
of love or something like that.  They’re 
a strange brother and sister act - but it 
works for them and, as they admitted, it 
keeps all profits in the family.  A shame 
their parents didn’t sing as well!

 The very pretty Sirusho from Armenia 
has been performing all over Europe, 
Canada and the USA since she was seven 

 Rebeka Dremelj riding high!  While the Azeris were trying to fly high!
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years old, which explained her good 
command of English with an American 
accent.  Apparently all Armenians are 
lovely people and will invite everyone 
into their homes.  Start packing - cheap 
holiday. 

Hind from the Netherlands was 
another talented performer.  She came 
third in Holland’s Pop Idol contest when 
she was just seventeen.  I was hoping 
the eastern influence of her song would 
place her into the final.  At the press 
conference she gave a great performance 
of her song accompanied by a famous 
Serbian guitarist.

Greece had to swap with Russia as 
Dima Bilan was 
late in arriving.  
Probably waiting 
for his mini ice-rink 
to freeze up!  These 
early rehearsals 
also featured a 
ladder that Dima 
was meant to climb.  
Rumours suggested 
that the Russians 
were out to win this 
year and nothing 
would stop them!

I saw Nico & 

Vlad’s rehearsal on the press centre 
monitor.  The Romanian couple had 
proved a big hit at Scala, King’s Cross, 
London a few weeks earlier.  They were 
very well received there and seemed 
to love the whole experience, so I was 
hoping they would do well.  And no 
reason why they shouldn’t.  Romania 
has had a good record of late, so it’s only 
a matter of time before they win.

Didn’t get to see the Finns on stage or 
at the press conference, but I did walk 
pass them.  They’re not as tall as they 
look.  Definitely blond though.

 
TUESDAY, 13th May

Day three of 
rehearsals began 
with performances 
for the second semi-
final.  Starting off 
the packed morning 
were those cool-
looking Icelanders, 
Euroband.  The 
couple looked great 
and performed 
likewise.  Anyone 
with a foot-fetish 
would appreciate 
the pink stilettos 

 The Eurocafe -  the haven for fans  The Euroclub - delegations and press only!

Climb Dima, climb! However the ladder was

banned after the first rehearsal!
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worn by Regina Osk.  While it’s certainly 
a great sound, it was not really that 
original - I was personally strutting to 
similar sounds during the 80s!  Hopefully 
younger viewers would still appreciate 
music like this! 

 Sweden is a hero to many Eurovision 
fans keeping alive the real sound of the 
contest that we love.  Charlotte Perrelli  
was on top form with “Hero”, making 
a great entrance on some specially 
constructed steps.  She perhaps said the 
quote of the day - “I like to take the guys 
down”!  And then there was “give me 
more”!  But before your dirty minds get 
carried away, she was referring to the 
volume after the first sound check.  She 
was, of course, staying at the same hotel 
as me.  I’m sure you’ll be interested to 
know that for breakfast she had a cup 
of coffee and a small roll.  You don’t get 
info like that elsewhere, do you?

 Next on was the country that I always 
support other than the UK, Turkey - what 
with being an ethnic Turk and all that.   
I just loved the Turkish entry this year.  
It made a change from the usual belly-
dancing efforts we’ve had for the past 
few years.  “Deli”, which means ‘crazy’ 
sounded like a great Indie Brit-pop 
number which was what Mor Ve Otesi 

were aiming for.  They all spoke English 
and stated that many of their influences 
came from British bands. I actually 
think it sounded great in Turkish, but 
asked why they didn’t sing in English 
for wider appeal.  As they stated, if you 
look at the statistics  you don’t need to 
sing in English to get a good placement 
in the contest.

 Missed most of the live performances 
after the Turkish song as I headed back 
to the press centre.  Managed to catch the 
press conference by Ukraine.  Ani Lorak 
had a real chance of winning because of 
all the great promotion she had done.  
She visited 20 countries and London’s 
Capital Radio voted it the best song.  Just 
goes to show that if a record company is 
behind a performer, it can only be a great 
advantage.

The singer from Belarus, Ruslan, 
turned out to be really good natured.  
Robin Scott asked him a question - and 
for his efforts he received a special gift 
- a pair of briefs!  I managed to get hold 
of one the Belarussian press packs which 
contained many goodies - two boxes 
of chocolate - how did they know that 
I’ve got no will power when it comes to 
chocolate?  The swines!  I also received a 
tight little vest and tiny briefs.  I didn’t 

 Sirusho wants to welcome us all to Armenia!  A hero to many - it’s Charlotte!
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attempt to put them on - the thong 
probably wouldn’t get past my ankles!  
Sigh!!  They are now prizes at this year’s 
Eurobash in Birmingham.

 
WEDNESDAY, 14th MAY
Day four of rehearsals and everything 
was now beginning to merge together!

One of my favourites, “Wolves of the 
Sea” by those Latvian Pirates of the Sea 
was great - but I thought it was a bit over 
the place on stage.  And it is difficult to 
sing and dance at the same time.  But it’s 
such a happy tune and a great contrast to 
other entries that it really deserved to go 
through. All the performers were having 
a fabulous time at 
the press conference, 
really getting into 
character.  I’m 
surprised they never 
got anyone to walk 
the plank!  I’m sure 
you all noticed the 
treasure chest on the 
lead female singer!  

A question 
was asked about 
whether they still 
expected to qualify 
even though most 

of their fan-base, ie, young children, 
would be in bed when the second semi-
final was aired.  The lead singer replied  
that they recently sang for a group of 
old-age pensioners and that they were 
dancing in the aisles, so anything was 
possible.

Croatia were next to perform ... hmmph!  
I say ‘hmmph’ because the night before 
as we leaving the press centre someone 
said - because I was wearing my bowler 
hat - that I resembled the old man from 
the Croatian group!  Cheeky wotsit I 
thought!  He was about 75!

 Anyway, it was difficult to know how 
Croatia would perform in the voting.  

Personally I like 
the ethnic Balkan 
sound, but it’s not 
too popular outside 
of the region.  
Getting back to 
the old geezer, 
apparently he was 
a ladies man in  
his day and could 
write a thick 
volume on his sex 
life.  Bet we can’t 
wait for that to 
come out, eh?

 Those Latvian pirates love a good sing-song!  The new Eurovision trophy and it’s designer

 Isis Gee: Legs that could kill!
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That Joanna Dragneva was some foxy 
lady and knew how to woo a crowd - 
especially when she offered her garters 
to them!  Joanna, of course, was the good 
looking singer from Bulgaria.  “DJ, Take 
Me Away” would probably go down 
well with those who follow the charts or 
club scene. 

A lot of Eurovision fans liked 
Denmark’s “All Night Long”, but 
it wasn’t expected to get through to  
the final by the experts.  Simon  
Mathew was a bit of a charmer -  
and he one day plans to go into the  
police force.  From Eurovision to the 
Police.  Some people have strange 
ambitions.  I’m sure there will be  
plenty of young ladies who wouldn’t 
mind being frisked or hand-cuffed by 
him.

The country I would most like to 
win is Portugal - the country that  
has now participated the longest  
without winning.  They’ve never 
come close, but this year’s entry was  
probably their best effort ever.  Vania 
Fernandes was such a great singer!   
She sang a superb Portuguese folk 
song for the journalists - and got the 
biggest cheer I’ve ever heard at a press 
conference. 

THURSDAY, 15th  MAY
Didn’t get to many rehearsals or press 
conferences as I spent most of the late 
morning and afternoon sorting out all 
the OGAE UK tickets along with our 
beloved UK President Richard Crane and 
Malcolm Whitehouse. With 40 members 
receiving three sets of three tickets that 
had to be double-checked and checked 
again, it naturally took a lot of time!

One press conference I did get to was 
for Azerbaijan.  The two lads were late 
arriving - and you could tell the host wasn’t 
pleased as the organisers were trying to 
keep everything on schedule.  But to woo 
the audience the two very good friends 
(nudge, nudge) gave out traditional 
Azeri pastry sweets just imported from 
Azerbaijan.  And very nice they were.  
Hey - who can diet at Eurovision? 

The second press conference for 
Ireland with Dustin the Turkey was, once 
again, the biggest hoot ever!  He was just 
hilarious!  The conference host was in 
tears!  It would have been great to see 
Dustin go through.  Okay, he may have 
taken the proverbial out of Eurovision, 
but he added a lot of fun and diversity 
to the contest.

The party season was in full swing.  I 
went along to the Russian party - which 

 It’s all hugs for Portugal!  The Andorrans are still searching for Casonova



was just for those accredited.  Old Dima 
Bilan was in full force.  They had a  
few other performers on stage - all  
from ex-Soviet states such as Armenia, 
Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia and maybe 
more, but everything was starting to 
merge by now.

 After the Russian party it was off to  
the Euro Cafe where those poor common 
folk, fans without accreditation, could 
enjoy the Eurovision experience.  FYR 
Macedonia were organising the party 
on this occasion.  A great time was  
had by all sitting outside on a  
huge balcony conversing with loads of 
British fans and others. 

FRIDAY, 16th MAY
Finally got to see the 
Finnish performers 
on stage today.  
They performed a 
loud heavy metal 
number, which isn’t 
really my sort of 
music, but it’s good 
to see this sort of 
stuff taking part.  
If anyone is into 
half-naked Nordic 
blokes, then this was 
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for you!   They were a bit like Lordi, but 
with nipples.

 There was a big hoo-ha regarding the 
Russians.  Because they have various 
props on stage - an ice rink and ladder 
- it took ages to get it all off before the 
next act, Greece.  So the Russians got 
the EBU to change the commercial break 
just before Greece, who were to perform 
last.  Naturally the Greeks protested.  
Apparently the Russians refused to back 
down.  However, in the Russian rehearsal 
old Dima was ladderless.  Looks like 
the Greeks got their way.  I was slightly 
concerned for Dima though - performing 
barefoot only inches away from an ice-

skater was very 
brave!

 While it may look 
very traditional, 
Charlotte Perrelli’s 
performance on 
stage was very 
professional.  Simple 
and to the point, 
but with enough of 
a gimmick (small 
laser show) to give 
it that extra boost.  
Bad news though 
folks - at the press 

 Those Bosnians are definitely dolally!!!  The Icelandic party was a success!

 Ani and Verka: Beauty and the..er...
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conference she revealed that she wouldn’t 
be having a cat fight with Ani Lorak of 
Ukraine, even though they were both 
wearing similar outfits.  Spoil sports. 

 The Turkish performers looked great 
on stage - but the lighting was too dark 
for my liking.  I think it’s a regular 
problem for many Eurovision’s now 
- ever since they’ve starting holding  
the contests in sports halls.   Anyway, Mor 
Ve Otesi (which means something like 
‘beyond ultra violet’) is a polished and 
experienced act. They expertly sang one 
of their old hits at the press conference.

 Time for partying again!  The plan 
was to go the Greek/Greek Cypriot 
party at the Euro Club and then on to the 
Azerbaijan party somewhere across town.  
But those Greeks know how to put on a 
party so we (Robin, David and myself) 
ended up there all night!  Well, just to 
1.30 am - we are getting on a bit y’know.  
The music was fab!  And they had so 
many fellow Eurovision performers 
on stage.  In a show of unity even the 
lead singer from Turkey got on stage  
and sang “Deli” along with the song 
that he sang at the press conference.  If 
warring nations held peace talks at 
Eurovision, things would be sorted  
out in no time!  Everyone just gets  

along!  We had loads photos taken with 
various performers - Cyprus, Turkey, 
Bosnia & Herzegovina (those two siblings 
are nuts).  Most of the celebrities seemed 
happy to pose with fans and journalists, 
except for Dima Bilan of Russia that 
is.  And I must mention that the young 
Greek-American girl, Kalomira, certainly 
knows how to party, bless her!!

SATURDAY, 17th MAY
Rehearsals were starting and ending 
later, probably to allow everyone time 
to get over their hangovers.  I decided to 
spend most of the day at the press centre 
watching the rehearsals on TV screens, 
before heading off to the arena to see 
Andy Abraham perform.  And what a 
great rehearsal Andy had - except, of 
course, when the pyros nearly burned 
one of backing singers alive!

Andy was one of the best performers 
at the contest.  And no matter if you 
liked his song or not, he performed it 
with great gusto and really believed in 
it.  I met his lovely wife after the press 
conference - and found out that they 
used to live very near me in Enfield.  And 
there’s a good chance that Andy might 
have been one of my bin-men when he 
was doing that job before finding fame 

 It’s those chiki, sorry, cheeky Spanish!  Andy sang for the UK - and survived!



on X-Factor.  And another thing we  
had in common was that we’re both 
Arsenal supporters (Arsenal is a football 
club ... ).

The Latvian press conference was 
a real hoot.  One of the girl’s from the 
British delegation offered the lead pirate 
a pair of Scottish knickers (with the cross 
of St Andrew) which he took no time in 
putting on.  We like a bit of fetishness at 
Eurovision.

 I’ve heard mixed reactions to the 
Spanish song - but no doubt it’ll be a 
massive hit all over Europe during the 
summer - and wedding parties for the 
next fifty!  The two backing singers 
were a right pair of 
comedians. 

Then I saw the 
Serbian singer 
perform - the poor 
dear nearly got 
deafened at the first 
rehearsal, as the 
sound in her ear 
piece was far too 
loud.  She looked 
quite distraught, 
but like a true 
professional she 
carried on.  Very 

annoyingly, the whole of the press centre 
seemed to shut down when it was time 
for her press conference. All the young 
volunteers were recruited to clear a path 
for the great diva!   Sorry, but I don’t 
that like that sort of biased treatment.  
Personally, I don’t consider any entrant 
as a ‘star’ - as far as I’m concerned they 
are all performers representing their 
country, nothing more.  Anyone who is 
up their own backside, gets the evil eye 
from me!  Hi Dima.

 I thought the party hosted by Greece 
and (Greek) Cyprus was busy, but the 
Ukrainian party was packed!  One 
advantage they had was the food.  Just 

little nibbles and 
such.  I tell you, 
the food at the 
press centre was 
dreadful and only 
available at certain 
times.  How was I 
expected to retain 
my large figure if I 
couldn’t eat?

Anyway, all the 
usual suspects 
were on stage 
again, Russia 
(Zzzzzz), Georgia, 
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Kalomira and Evdokia admire Vlad’s chest!  Yes, Kalomira certainly liked to party!!

 The Welcoming Party was  grand affair



Armenia and Greece.  But also nice to 
see Moldova present.  Party hostess,  
Ani Lorak was certainly a great 
performer, but appeared to have only 
brought one outfit to perform in.  Still 
no cat fight between her and Charlotte 
Perrelli of Sweden yet, but there was still 
time. 

 The highlight of the party was the 
appearance of last year’s Ukrainian 
entry, Verka, who performed a number 
of fabulous songs with his posse.  She’s 
lost none of her good looks, and nice to 
see her mama on stage again.

SUNDAY, 18th MAY
By now I was definitely beginning to 
feel my age.  While I was loving every 
minute of being in Belgrade, I was 
shattered - it was over a week since all 
this had started!

The UK had their final rehearsal today, 
which went really well.   They’ve got the 
pyrotechnics under control now. Andy 
Abraham continued to be extremely 
confident of his song, which certainly 
came across in his performance. 

And that was the final rehearsal and 
press conference I went to!  And I felt 
exhausted.  But the depressing thing was 
that I still managed to miss seeing some 

countries rehearse!  Norway, France, 
Germany, Switzerland, San Marino all 
come to mind!  And maybe Estonia as 
well.  Oh well, never mind.  You can’t 
win them all.

Sunday also saw the plush opening 
party - and what a do it was!  Lots of 
free drinks - but no decent food - just 
nibbles.  Honestly, what’s the world 
coming to?  In Istanbul and Kiev we had 
full buffets laid on.  Anyway, I dressed 
up in my usual Union Jack outfit - which 
obviously gained a lot interest.  Gave 
quite a few TV interviews.  I was in full 
media-whore mode.  A fashion TV crew 
from Bosnia said I was the best dressed 
person there!  OGAE UK member John 
Murphy got second position with his 
kilt - but they obviously didn’t spot Iain 
Hambling in his fab outfit.  Posed for 
loads of photographs  with fans, press 
and performers, including our own 
Andy.  Some even asked to pose with 
me - including my top two favourites, 
Hind from the Netherlands and the lead 
singer from the Belgium group, Ishtar 
- and Simon Mathew from Denmark 
- who really was a nice friendly guy.  I 
really hoped he would go through to the 
final.  It’s great to meet down to earth 
performers, unlike some who consider 
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 A media whore gives an interview to Greek TV!  Robin Scott meets Marija Serifovic! 
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themselves superstars and too precious 
to pose with fans.  Hi Dima. 

And that was the last of my regular 
daily reports.  Monday, 19th May was 
the first day of dress rehearsals for the 
first semi-final. 

I made my predictions and got most 
right - but during the televised show, 
20th May, two of my favourites Belgium 
and Netherlands failed to qualify!  And 
I got it wrong with Andorra.  Going 
through instead, which surprised me, 
was Greece, Norway and Poland - not 
that I was unhappy about it.

There was some controversy at the 
press conference 
after the show when  
the position of 
performance was 
announced for the 
successful entrants  
to the final.  A 
member of each 
delegation drew 
a ball out of a 
hat to determine  
where they would 
sing.  There 
were complaints 
about the lack of  
transparency in this 

process.  Let’s just say that no one was 
surprised when Russia got the prime 
position of 24th.  We’ll say no more.

On Wednesday, 21st May I finally got 
to do some sight-seeing with fellow fans!  
My old partner in crime, Allan Todd, 
finally arrived (with his own Union Jack 
outfit intact).  A bunch of us went on a 
boat trip accompanied by Isis Gee and 
Andy Abraham as well.  A time to relax 
before their big day.

Thursday was second semi-final night.  
This would be a much tougher contest 
than the first semi-final.  Only got about 
half my predictions right this time - I 

was wrong about 
Malta, Switzerland, 
Bulgaria, FYR 
Macedonia and 
Belarus.  But I didn’t 
mind as Iceland and 
Denmark both got 
through!

If there was one 
country that most 
of the fans wanted 
to qualify, then it 
was Portugal.  It 
got the biggest 
cheer of the night 
when the envelope 

 Allan Todd and David Elder admire the view  

 on  the River Danube!

 All eyes were on Ani Lorak as she arrives for  

 her  Ukrainian Party

 A packed press conference for the first  

 semi-final winners



announcing this was opened - but what a 
cliff-hanger - leaving it till last!

Friday was a bit different.  I spent the 
late morning/afternoon at the OGAE 
President’s meeting as a guest of Richard 
Crane.  I tell you, Richard deserves our 
thanks for all the work he does at these 
meetings.  He’s probably one of the 
most sensible president’s in the whole 
organisation!

Later that evening I held a meal 
to celebrate my 50th birthday with a  
few good friends that I’ve met through 
Eurovision.  I tell you, Eurovision keeps 
me young!  Also went to the dress 
rehearsal for the final that evening.  It 
was certainly going to be a close contest.  
I really had high hopes for Portugal.

And so we came to Saturday, 24th May 
- Eurovision day!  I spent the afternoon in 
Union Jack gear with Allan Todd outside 
the arena - we were there to do a live 
link with Greek TV.  The Greeks were 
naturally late and kept us waiting in the 
heat for ages - but in the meantime we 
posed for dozens of photos with many 
Serbs who were leaving the arena after a 
dress rehearsal.

And posing for photos is what we did 
outside the arena again when we went 
along for the live final.  And what a final it 

was - I really thought it was a great show 
- one of the best of recent years.  When the 
voting began, I couldn’t believe how well 
Greece was doing.   It really wasn’t my 
sort of music - but that modern American 
sound is getting popular in Europe.  And 
I suppose I shouldn’t have been surprised 
by the winner. 

The Russian song was decent enough, 
but I had begun to hate Dima Bilan.  
He was by far the most unfriendliest 
performer of the show.  As a result I had no 
intention of going to his press conference 
or the after-show party.  Going back to my 
hotel with friends to have coffee was far 
more preferable.  And besides, we had to 
drown our sorrows as we came last again!    
Andy Abraham deserved much better 
- but then we all knew it was a brave  
entry.  We really need to drastically 
rethink the way we find our performers 
and songs.  But that discussion is for 
another day.

And that was that!  Two weeks of 
exhausting fun.  I don’t think I got more 
than four hours sleep a night - but I’m 
not complaining.  It was great fun.  Let’s 
see how we get on in Russia.  I had better 
start saving now ...

Were you in Belgrade? See over...

 The successful second semi-finalists walk the 

 parade of honour, including the Turkish singer

 Technicians struggle to repair a camera track 

that broke during the final show!
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OGAE SONG CONTEST 2008

Members of OGAE UK chose 40 songs from the best of British music that then went 
forward to a pre-qualifying round to choose the 15 from which the overall winner 
would emerge.  As each point was carefully counted, it became apparent that re-
launched boy band, Take That, would score a convincing victory to represent the 

United Kingdom for a second successive 
year at OGAE’s very own Song Contest to 
be held in Spain.  Written by Gary Barlow, 
Mark Owen, Jason Orange and Howard 
Donald, “Rule The World” was originally 
released towards the end of 2007 and was 
the theme to the movie “Stardust”.  Despite 
being the fifth biggest selling single from 
last year, it was kept off the UK number 
one spot by Leona Lewis’ “Bleeding Love” 
which came second in the OGAE Song 
Contest Final for the United Kingdom. 

OGAE SOnG COntESt 2008
UK SElECTiON

NON-qUAlifiErS
“I Still Remember”  Bloc Party
“Waving Flags”  British Sea Power
“Put the Sun Back”  the Coral 
“Come On Girl”  taio Cruz
“An End Has A Start”  Editors
“Smokers Outside the Hospital Doors”  Editors
“Had Enough”  Enemy
“You’re not Alone”  Enemy
“I thought It Was Over”  the Feeling
“Whatever Happened to Romance”  Victoria Hart
“True Love Will Never Fade”  Mark Knopfler
“I Will Be”  Leona Lewis
“Our Volocity”  Maximo Park

“Mr Rock & Roll”  Amy McDonald
“Baby’s Coming Back”  McFly
“the Heart never Lies”  McFly
“We’re All Going to Die”  Malcolm Middleton 
“One More time”  Alison Moyet
“the Sharpest Corner (Hollow)”  Alison Moyet
“Foundations”  Kate nash
“Jigsaw Falling Into Places”  Radiohead
“She’s So Lovely”  Scouting for Girls
“Blackbird”  Rachel Unthank & the Winterset
“no U Hang Up”  Shayne Ward
 

DiSqUAlifiED
“Valerie”  Mark Ronson & Amy Winehouse 

If you would like to know more about the OGAE Song Contest, please send a SAE to Martyn 
Clarke, 237 Argyle Road, Ealing, London W13 0AY or e-mail martyn237@yahoo.co.uk

“Rule the World”   take that 201
“Bleeding Love”   Leona Lewis 173
“Mercy”  Duffy 169
“this Is the Life”  Amy McDonald 134
“About You now”  Sugababes 134
“Warwick Avenue”   Duffy 126
“Call the Shots”   Girls Aloud 126
“Better In time”  Leona Lewis 118
“Copenhagen”  Helen Boulding 110
“Sun Goes Down”   David Jordan 108
“Soulmate”   Natasha Bedingfield 104
“Some Kind Rush”   Booty Luv 100
“Chasing Pavements”   Adele 100
“Dark Road”   Annie Lennox 77
“1973”   James Blunt 76
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Where RiveRs 
Meet

To represent your country is one thing, but to perform on home 
territory is quite another.  Richard Crane speaks to  

Jelena Tomaševic and finds out what Eurovision meant for Serbia

Richard Crane: You’ve been singing 
since you were a child, do you come 
from a musical family?
Jelena Tomaševic: My father was a 
singer and my mother would always 
sing songs from musicals, but neither 
of them sang professionally.  My 
brother also sings and we 
performed together for 
two years, until I moved 
to Belgrade in 2005.

RC: What was your 
upbringing like?
JT: Exciting!  I was 
always a cheerful 
child, very happy, 
always curious and 
always singing.

RC: Which artists 
inspired you?
JT: When I was young I 
was influenced by the songs  
my parents sang and 
traditional songs.  When 
I started school I was 
introduced to artists 
like Mariah Carey,  
Whitney Houston and 
Celine Dion.  I would listen 
to their voices and the way 
they interpreted the song.  I 
would copy their style and then 
try to develop my own style as a 

singer.  I also developed a love of Fado 
and the artists that perform it.

RC: You were successful in music 
festivals in Bulgaria, Czech Republic 
and Belarus.  Do you have any particular 

memories of these festivals 
that you’d like to share?

JT: I came second 
in Belarus and I 

found the whole 
experience excit-

ing.  I won 
several awards 
and it gave me 
the chance to 
work with 
orchestras 
and differ-

ent singers.  
The most 

iNTeRvieW JElEna TomašEvic
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important element, for me, was to be 
representing my country.

RC: How did you come to meet Zeljko 
Joksimovic?
JT: He heard me singing a traditional 
song, the one I sang in my first press 
conference, and he wrote “Jutro” for 
me which I performed in the 2005 pre-
selection. 

RC: So was it always your goal to enter 
Eurovision or do you just enjoy entering 
competitions?
JT: I just want to sing, I’ve always 
dreamed of being on the stage and 
singing good songs.  I like to compete, I 
love the excitement.

RC: Have you seen the contest in the 
past, what are your memories and do 
you have any favourite songs?
JT: I remember a lot of the songs, many 
of them became hits here and I used to 
sing a lot of them.  I always liked ABBA, 
Johnny Logan and the Turkish winner, 
Sertab.

RC: Has Zjelko given you any advice?
JT: He’s been in this contest three times as 
the composer, as well as the singer, and 
he told me that I should relax and take it 
easy.  Keep calm, as it’s a once in a lifetime 
opportunity, and I should enjoy it.  The 
most important thing is to remember that 
I am representing my country and to be 
proud of that, which I am.

RC: How did you come to perform with 
your musicians and backing singers?
JT: Our flautist, Bora Dugic, is very 
famous and we first met when he was the 
Head of the National Assembly.  We have 
often performed together on the stage 
and I have been a guest vocalist on his 
recordings, so he was the obvious choice 
for “Oro”.  The backing singers and I 

have been friends since childhood and it 
was only natural that I should want them 
with me.

RC: How do you feel when you are on the 
stage?
JT: It’s very special.  To me it’s an honour 
and a privilege to perform, even if it’s to a 
small number of people.  I am lucky that 
I am doing something I like and I enjoy.  
It makes me very happy.  My voice is a 
blessing from God.

RC: What has Eurovision in Belgrade 
meant to the people of Serbia?
JT: To a small country it means so much.  
It gives us the chance to showcase our 
talent, not just our singers but also our 
sportsmen and women.  Ana Ivanovic is 
the world number two women’s tennis 
player, while Novak Djokovic is the world 
number three men’s tennis player and 
in 2009 Belgrade holds the Universiade 
Summer Games with over 10,000 athletes 
participating.  It’s a privilege to be a host 
for these international events.  The eyes 
of Europe, and the world, are on Serbia 
and it gives us a chance to redress the 
balance after all the bad light the country 
has been shown in, by the media, recently.  
Serbians have big hearts and we welcome 
everybody.

RC: Belgrade is such a beautiful and 
fascinating city, if you could recommend 
just one place to visit where would it be 
and why?
JT: That is so difficult, we have many 
things to show you, but if I could choose 
only one then it would be the confluence 
of rivers, where the Danube and Sava 
meet.  It’s the best view in Belgrade.  It’s so 
beautiful and peaceful, and I always feel 
happy around water and rivers.

With thanks to Jelena Tomaševic and also Goran 
Sovilj for making this interview possible. 
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First up, what did you think of the 
move to two semi finals?

BM: Very much so.  It certainly 
weeded out some very poor entries  
(eg Montenegro) and made the final  
more exciting.  Hopefully next year  
the Big 4 rule will be scrapped making  
it more exciting for the UK.  It’s a  
great way of letting all of the  
countries compete and fairer than the 
old system.  

CK: Yes it worked. Countries statistically 
likely to end up not qualifying, such as 
Portugal and Finland, managed to make 
it to the final. There was a pretty even 

THE EUROVISION  
PANEL

From time to time the Eurovision Panel, made up of fans and experts, 
convenes to discuss the issues of the day.  In this edition, the Panel 

comprises Bryan Manley, one of the organisers of the Birmingham Bash, 
Dermot Manning of Ireland, Peter Kloczko, an Australian living in Kiev,  

James Penrose from London and Chris Knight from Manchester

balance between East and West and, by 
and large, the best performances went to 
the final. Therefore it worked. The only 
negative I see is that the Big 4 and host 
will struggle as they get to have less 
rehearsal practice and their songs are 
heard only once by the voters and not 
twice as per other countries.

JP: Yes it worked well, but Sweden was 
the only beneficiary with FYROM and 
Bulgaria entering much more modern 
songs and picking up points from many 
more countries in the case of Bulgaria. 
I think a better system is to count the 
number of countries that get in the top 
10 of each voting nation and then allow 
them to be in the final. This would reduce 
the number of qualifiers who get a small 
amount of big points from a few countries 
at the expense of those who get small 
points from a lot of countries.

DM: I think the two semi final system did 
work. It weeded out some of the dross, 
and the rule about allowing the back up 
jury get their top pick into the final also 
worked I believe. It proved that FYR 
Macedonia will now have to do more in 
the future other than just show up to get 
a place in the final. The main negative is 
that it spreads out the contest over too 

Bryan Manley
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long a period. Countries failing to qualify 
on the Tuesday have little or no interest 
in watching the second semi as well as 
the final itself. I would show both semis 
simultaneously on the Thursday night, 
with a combined results segment being 
shown live for both.

So a big thumbs up to the two semi-
finals from the Panel. Secondly, the 
Panel was asked to comment on 
Terry Wogan’s views. Should the West 
withdraw from a competition they 
can’t win?

PK: The resignation or future boycott 
of western European countries would 
highlight its double standards. These 
western countries are notorious for 
sending half baked no-name artists to 
perform an inappropriate song or send 
something from out of this world. Do they 
expect to win with these entrants? The 
eastern Europeans send superstars from 
within their home countries with many 
accolades already to their name. I’m sure 
someone like Robbie Williams would 
score quite well for the UK. Furthermore, 
Finland two years ago proved the 
West can still win. Without doing the 
mathematics, my assertion is that block 
voting will eventually equal each other 

out – it’s now the 10 and 8 points that are 
precious (Ukraine came 2nd with only 
one 12 point vote from Greece).

JP: No, Eurovision is cyclical and the 
days of Irish and UK dominance from the 
1980s/1990s have been replaced by the 
better quality and efforts from the eastern 
countries who enter big stars and big 
performances.

DM: For the western nations to withdraw 
would be very petty in my view. No 
nations pulled out when Ireland was 
winning every year in the 1990s. True, 
they did change the rules to even out 
the playing field, and maybe that ought 
to be done now, especially with the way 
the votes are presented during the final. 
As for the western nations being unable 
to win the contest, Greece went close this 
year and Norway was in the top 5 too. 
Russia won by sending its top artist to the 
contest. The UK sent a runner-up from a 
four year old talent show. You have to 
compare like with like.

CK: No. At the end of the day it’s a 
competition. Withdrawing just smacks 
of bad sportsmanship. Of course western 
countries can win. Portugal came 2nd  
in their semi-final and Norway came 

Chris Knight

James Penrose
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5th in the final. It is possible with a 
decent song and performance. However 
some reform of the voting would make 
it fairer, and balance neighbour and 
diaspora voting.

Hardly surprising then that the fan 
voice should differ from Terry Wogan’s 
views. Finally for this time, what would 
you do to restore the UK’s fortunes at 
Eurovision?

CK: Letting the public have such a big 
say is a problem because the BBC have 
conditioned the public to think that ESC 
is something it isn’t. They need to focus 
less on trying to attract big names and 
maybe look for an artist who is from the 

West End; someone who can sing AND 
perform at the same time. Maybe pick 
one singer and then let them sing five 
songs in a national final where the public 
picks the best one. Otherwise the public 
just vote for the most famous person and 
not the best song.

PK: I’d suggest to pick (persuade) the 
artist first (obviously most UK superstars 
are too popular for Eurovision, and 
consider it a joke) - then have a selection 
process over the song.

JP: Pick a modern established artist and 
allow the public to chose the song from 
a small selection of quality songs - and 
NO novelty acts which could win “as a 
joke” (a la Scooch).

BM: Well, I’d be tempted to see what 
songs hadn’t gone through from other 
countries and choose one of those 
instead!

DM: I would change the BBC mindset 
where they see the selection show 
as nothing more than a piece of light 
entertainment for a Saturday night.  
As long as the selection show has  
more akin with an episode of the 
“Generation Game” or the “Two Ronnies”, 
then the UK is doomed as far as the future 
is concerned. For all his faults, Jonathan 
King had the right attitude to Eurovision. 
He saw the contest as a golden opportunity 
for a musician to reach a huge audience. 
It is an opportunity which the UK has 
squandered in recent years. Hopefully 
Dima will score some class of hit from his 
victory this year, which might convince 
major UK artists to see the contest for the 
opportunity that it is and enter next year. 

If you want to participate in the next 
Eurovision Panel, please contact Vision at 
the usual address.
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What’s new from OGAE UK President Richard Crane

Welcome back from Belgrade.  It’s a 
shame that so many people seem to 
have viewed the result so negatively.  
Unfortunately, we have to accept the 
direction the contest has 
taken and there seems to 
be little the EBU can do to 
change it.  Well done to 
Dima Bilan and the team 
from Russian Television.  
All their hard work 
finally paid off.  Let’s 
hope that OGAE Russia 
do us proud next year.

I don’t think that 
anyone was really 
surprised at the UK 
result, but I did feel sorry for Andy 
Abraham.  He was such a nice guy and 
I thought, at the very least, he would get 
a top 10 single but, unfortunately, “Even 
If” managed a single 
week at 67, making it the 
least successful UK entry 
since “Why Do I Always 
Get It Wrong?” by Live 
Report in 1989.  As if to 
add insult to injury, the 
album missed the Top 
200, despite ranking 40th 
on the Indie album sales 
chart.  I think that Andy 
Abraham is resilient 
enough to bounce back, 

but he must be having regrets at having 
entered Eurovision.

Meanwhile, two of his competitors also 
made the UK charts.  Kalomira spent a 

week at number 71 and 
Sebastien Tellier peaked at 
106.  This was Sebastien’s 
third appearance in 
the UK singles chart, 
having made number 
66 with “La Ritoumelle” 
in October 2005 while 
“Broadway” reached 
number 229 in February 
2006.  His current album, 
“Sexuality”, has made 
several appearances in the 

dance album sales chart as well.  “Divine” 
is the only other 2008 ESC entry to receive 
a physical UK release and it’s available 
on 7” (REC47) and 12” (REC49). 

This year’s official 
compilation, “Eurovision 
Song Contest Belgrade 
2008” (CMC/EMI 
2169972), climbed to 
25 on the compilations 
chart, while Sony/
BMG’s compilation, 
“Ultimate Eurovision 
Party” (88697315552), 
reached an impressive 
number nine.  If you’ve 
forgotten about Lordi’s 



win two years ago, then 
you’ll be surprised to 
know that “Hard Rock 
Hallelujah” re-entered 
the Rock/Metal singles 
chart at number 24 
during Eurovision week, 
and stayed in the same 
position a week later, 
giving the single its 45th 
week on the chart!

Another beneficiary from Eurovision 
exposure was ABBA, with “Waterloo” 
being the 95th most played song on 
British radio in the week preceding the 
contest and propelling “Gold” back into 
the top 75.  Expect further 
chart appearances from 
ABBA during July and 
August with the arrival 
of the highly anticipated 
film version of “Mamma 
Mia” starring Meryl 
Streep, Pierce Brosnan 
and Colin Firth.

At the other end of the 
album charts Scooter took 
everyone by surprise 
when their album entered 
at number one.  It’s been five years since 
their last appearance in the UK album 
chart and the last time they were in the 
UK singles chart was in July 2004 with 
their German pre-selection entry “Jigga 
Jigga”.  Scooter have 
already had two hits this 
year with “The Question 
Is, What Is The Question” 
(CDGLOBE769), while 
the album’s title track, 
“Jumping All Over The 
World” (CDGLOBE940), 
is currently in the top 40. 

Another group that 
failed to reach the 
Eurovision stage is BWO 
(Bodies Without Organs).  

The group came to 
fame after the demise of 
Alcazar, and has released 
three albums in Sweden.  
Their first UK issue  
was the single “Sunshine 
After The Rain” and 
this is now followed up 
by their Melodifestival 
entry, “Lay All Your  
Love On Me”.  If the 

single is successful a compilation album 
featuring tracks from their previous 
albums is already pencilled in for  
UK release. 

The recent number one from Mint 
Royale has no Eurovision 

connection, but a review 
of the group’s career 

revealed that “Shake Me” 
reached number 121 in 
October 1999.  That single 
featured sampled vocals 
from Clodagh Rodgers 
1969 hit “Come Back And 
Shake Me”.  Following the 
success of Sony BMG’s 
re-packaging of “All The 
Way - A Decade Of Song”, 

they have now re-issued “A New Day 
Has Come” (88697226662) with a bonus 
DVD featuring promotional videos, live 
footage and interviews.  Watch out also 
for a re-issue of Celine’s first Sony album, 

“Unison”.  Celine’s cover 
of the Heart classic, 
“Alone”, was mailed 
out to radio but the 
commercial release was 
cancelled.  However, 
“Think Twice” made a 
brief appearance at 128 in 
early June. 

As usual the dance 
charts provide a home 
to many Eurovision 
related artists, the most  
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interesting of which 
was Katrina & The 
Sleazesisters white label, 
“They Don’t Know”.  
The song was originally 
issued as a radio promo in 
October 2005 to promote 
Katrina Leskanich’s 
self-titled solo album.  
Despite the remix making 
number two on the dance 
charts, there appears to be no likelihood  
of a commercial release.  Given  
that she performed a new dance  
version of “Love Shine A Light” 
on Eurovision: Your Decision, it’s 
surprising that the two 
tracks weren’t coupled 
together. 

It was good to hear 
that James Fox scored 
his second Top 20 hit 
whilst I was in Belgrade. 
“Bluebirds Flying High” 
(Plastic Tomato PLT02) 
was recorded with Cardiff 
City FC and it peaked 
just two places lower 
than his 2004 Eurovision 
entry.  Let’s hope he returns to the charts 
again soon.  Imaani’s superb vocals can be 
heard on the new Incognito album, “Tales  
From The Beach” (DOMECD93).  In 
case you were wondering what had  
happened to Steve 
Balsamo since co-writing 
the French entry a couple 
of years ago, he has 
returned with his group, 
The Storys, for a second 
album, “Town Beyond 
The Trees” (HALLCD2), 
and it’s preceded by 
the single “Hard Road” 
(CDHALL 6). 

Michelle Gayle is 
due to publish her 

autobiography this year 
and promises to reveal all 
about the bad side of the 
music industry.  Kate Ryan 
is currently enjoying a hit 
single around Europe 
with “L.I.L.Y. (Like I 
Love You)”.   Following 
on from the last edition 
of Round Up, I can now 
confirm that the Loveshy 

who were at the top of the dance charts 
with “AM2PM” were the same duo 
who sang “Mr Gorgeous”.  Robyn’s 
fourth single, from her current album 
“Who’s That Girl”, peaked at number 26, 

while Clannad’s recent 
compilation, “Celtic 
Themes: The Very Best Of” 
(Sony BMG 88697281152), 
made number 20.  The 
Cardigans “Best Of” 
(Stockholm 1747493) 
reached 32. 

Music fans will be 
pleased to see the start 
of a re-issue programme 
for albums by Newcastle 
singer-songwriter John 

Miles.  His 1975 album, “Rebel”, is the 
first to appear (Lemon CDLEM 105).  
Finally, as many of you will know, I 
dislocated my shoulder in Belgrade while  
dancing to the Finnish entry!  So I’d 

just like to say a few 
thanks to David, Chris, 
Spencer, Malcolm & 
Judy, Hassan, Paul,  
Ian and all at Serbian 
TV for their help and 
support, and thanks  
to all of you who 
inquired after my health 
afterward.  Well, that’s 
all part of the joys of 
Eurovision!  Until next 
time …
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Strange to reflect upon 
nowadays, but press 
reaction following the 

1996 Song For Europe was 
negative, criticising 

the selection of Gina 
G’s “Ooh Ah Just 

A Little Bit”.  
In fact, part of 
the criticism 
levelled by 

the tabloids 
was based on 

the perception that 
Zeitiah Massiah’s “A 

Little Love” would have 
been a better choice.
Zeitiah, or more accurately 

Zeeteah, was born in Barbados, 
but at the age of five her family 

had moved over to the UK and 
she grew up in London.  Music 
and theatre interested her, and 
at a young age she recorded and 
released several reggae singles 
including a cover of the Jackson 5’s 
“We Got A Good Thing Going”.  She 
then started a theatre career and took 
a part in the musical “Little Shop 
Of Horrors”.  However, she moved 
away from the theatre and decided to 
work full time as a vocalist.

1985 saw her release a further reggae 
song, a version of “I’m Still Waiting”, 

on single, but its lack of success 
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prompted her to change her vocal style 
to a more soul and dance inflection.  For 
the rest of the 80s, Zeeteah lent her voice 
to various artists as a touring backing 
singer, touring with artists such as Kim 
Wilde, Michael Jackson and Tom Jones.

As her reputation within the industry 
grew, she was asked to sing backing 
vocals on recordings, starting with Barry 
Manilow’s cover of the Bucks Fizz song, 
“Keep Each Other Warm”.  This led to 
sessions with artists as diverse as ABC, the 
Soup Dragons and Vic Reeves.  With the 
rise of the UK House dance movement, 
producers were looking for fresh voices 
and Zeeteah went back to singing lead 
vocals in 1992.  She released “Homegirl 
Sing The Blues” and then “Feel My Love” 
before signing a major recording contract 
with Virgin Records.

Almost immediately success beckoned 
as she teamed up with UK dance 
remixers Full Intention under the name 
Arizona featuring Zeitia with “Slide On 
The Rhythm” which hit number one in 
the US Dance charts in 1993.  In March 
1994, the same team released “I Specialise 
In Love” which nibbled at the UK charts 
by reaching number 74 for one week, 
Zeeteah’s first chart success.  Later that 
year, Zeitia Massiah (as she was now 
styled) reached number 62 in the charts 
with “This Is The Place”, a pop-soul type 
of funk record, which was well reviewed 
by the music press at the time. 

Italian producer, Gianfranco Bortolotti, 
then called upon Zeeteah’s vocal talents for 
one of his Sharada House Gang releases, 
“Keep It Up”.  This led to her working 
on and off over the next few years with 
Italian DJ, Mario Fargetta, singing vocals 
on several single releases and also having 
some of her own compositions recorded 
for the first time.  In 1996, Zeitiah was 
approached by songwriters Pam Sheyne 
(subsequently to be featured as a coach 
on Fame Academy) and Eliot Kennedy 

to sing their entry in Song For Europe, 
“A Little Love”, after Pam decided not to 
sing it herself.  

Looking striking with her dreadlocks, 
Zeitiah gave everything with the soulful 
song number, but to no avail.  With 
Gina G winning, “A Little Love” was 
not released and Zeitiah (she must have 
been confused with all the name changes) 
concentrated on promoting her single 
“Sexual Prime” which entered the UK 
Club charts but not the Official Top 75.  
Over the next couple of years, Zeeteah 
continued to work with dance producers 
including Curtis & Moore (named for the 
stars of TV’s “The Persuaders”), but went 
back to doing more backing vocals for a 
variety of artists, including Phil Collins 
and Sting.

In 2001 Zeeteah moved to live in 
Cologne, Germany and began 
doing shows at corporate 
functions rather than grind 
out tours with other artists.  
In particular, she performs 
a James Bond set and 
a more cabaret style of 
lounge and light soul; 
a move away from the 
dance music of the 90s.  
She performs occasional 
public concerts in and 
around Cologne, but 
in 2008 the recording 
bug seems to have 
struck again 
with Zeeteah 
(as she is once 
again) setting in 
motion plans to 
record and release 
her first ever solo 
album.  Perhaps 
after 12 years, “A 
Little Love” may 
find its home in a 
recorded version.lV



I remember having a moan about 
the semi-final format of the past few 
Eurovision’s last year, so I was delighted 
when I heard that there was to be two 
semi-finals for ESC 2008.  I would still 
have preferred an east and west semi 
to ensure a more even balance in the 
final, but it was good to see a couple 
of the old guard countries qualify.  
Watching the votes come in 
on 24th May still proved 
to be an agonisingly 
dull affair though.  
It’s all becoming so 
predictable.  Call 
it neighbourly/
diaspora/political 
or whatever, where 
is the suspense in 
knowing before a 
country votes exactly 
who they are going to 
vote for?  At the very 
least this notion of all 
countries voting needs to be 
stopped.  Perhaps the votes of non-
qualifiers could be totalled into one extra 
jury thus leaving time for all votes to be 
announced.  We were given a Eurovision 
with plenty of musical diversity, yet the 
lasting impression of Belgrade 2008 was 
one of tedium once the presentation of 
the songs had finished.  

A problem with two semi-finals that 
I hadn’t thought of was the imbalance 
where one has far better songs than the 
other.  This was certainly the case this 
year, with the second semi being by 

far the stronger.  Moldova’s entry was 
a huge improvement on their national 
final, but was still bordering on the brink 
of a musical coma.  At one point I thought 
it was Lorraine Kelly wandering around 
with her teddy bear.  Sofa so bad.  Of the 
43 entrants I placed this (42nd).

Only marginally better was the 
second ever entry from Montenegro.  

Vocally it was a strong effort 
from Stefan, but where on 

earth was the melody?  
It all kind of plodded 
along like one of 
the “modern” style 
songs often used 
by religions to 
encourage sceptics 
that worship is fun.  
It certainly can be 

too, but not with this 
kind of thing.  It’s not 

all negativity though, 
as in my humble opinion 

I thought the backing singers 
were probably one of the strongest of 

all 43 entrants. (41st)
Under the old voting system FYROM 

would have once again qualified for 
the final.  Better than in recent years, 
I thought the original native tongue 
version was fairly strong but the English 
version made the sound dated.  As for 
the styling of the group - a homage to 
Fred Perry in knee high white socks from 
the boys and a Rita Hayworth hairstyle 
for Tamara just made the whole piece 
look ridiculous. (37th)

RETROSPECTIVE
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Darren Jenkin returns with his annual and often irreverent  
look at the Eurovision Song Contest
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RETROSPECTIVE

Astonishingly I had Belgium as my 
favourite when I first heard all 43 songs.  
By the third or fourth hearing I felt  
like hitting someone.  I cannot 
remember a song getting 
into my brain so quickly  
before and then annoy-
ing me so much  
after.  Whatever singer 
Soetkin Baptiste was 
on, it wasn’t rehabil-
itating her.  What was 
with the candy cane 
style dress?  What was 
the neck movement all 
about?  Never mind the 
song.  (34th)

Humour at the ESC is 
generally difficult to convey 
as many a Eurovision compere 
would testify to.  Quite what Estonia 
was trying to achieve I’m not sure, 
as I was quite embarrassed watching 
Kreisiraadio on stage.  I absolutely 
loved the ska beat constantly running 
throughout the song, but far from being 
endearing the whole spectacle was more 
an advert for the type of men your 
parents warned you of as 
children.  Or any age in 
fact.  (33rd)

I was quite im-
pressed when I first 
heard the Czech 
entry this year, 
but like others in 
the past the whole 
shape of the song 
is changed between 
the national final and 
Eurovision itself, and 
it did this no favours.  
It needed to be quicker 
in tempo and, to be honest, 
Tereza struggled a bit during the 
verses too.  Quite why she came dressed 
as a breastless Jordan I don’t know, but 

the backdrop tribute to Yugoslavia’s 
1988 entrants was a nice touch.  I’m sure 
they meant it!  (32nd)

Hungary, I thought, had a strong 
case for qualification given  

that among the perform-
ance and mayhem of 

others this was a  
strong and straight-
forward ballad.  Their 
success of last year 
was embarrassingly 
unmatched though.  
Csezy didn’t help 
her cause by dressing 

as a half-plucked 
turkey and my mind 

was left wondering if all 
the candles on stage were 

lit … and I don’t think they 
were.  Speaking of turkeys ………  

(31st)
Never in a Retro did I think I’d be 

typing the phrase “where was Bernard 
Matthews when he was most needed”.  
Never did I think Ireland would ever 
try something funny either.  However, 

the sentiment being how predictable 
the ESC voting has become 

is the same as what I was 
preaching at the start of 

this piece, and I loved 
Dustin squawking 
out all the eastern 
European countries 
at the end.  It would 
have also been very 
interesting to see how 
Mr Wogan would 

have commentated on 
the songs opening line 

had this made the final, 
and I hope it was just a joke 

that the bird was lobbing off his 
giblets and coming back next year as 

Dustin International!  (30th) 
Hind gave the strongest and most 
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assured vocal of the first semi-final.   
The routine was moderate and definitely 
not too intrusive or fussy.  Sadly, she 
looked very dowdy in an awful dress 
and the song just lacked in comparison 
with the much stronger Armenian entry 
that preceded it.  Nevertheless, given 
that this was in the weaker of the two 
semi’s I thought the Dutch had enough 
to end their final exile but it was not  
to be.  (29th)

It would have been wonderful to have 
seen San Marino qualify on their debut.  
“Complice” had an elusive charm to it, 
very gentle at times but more forceful 
at others.  Lead singer Niko looked 
like a cross between Mark Owen and 
Richard Hammond, and all of 
them were turned out very 
smartly indeed.  I’m sure 
their mothers were very 
proud.  This year’s 
semi’s were definitely 
a bane for gentle 
ballads.  (27th) 

After last year’s 
strong showing I’m 
sure Belarus thought 
they had joined 
the elite group of 
former Russian States 
guaranteed a final place 
every year.  Ruslan was 
obviously styled on last year’s 
singer Koldun and, although I thought 
he was a better singer, his backing track 
was far too loud and his voice was 
basically drowning in a sea of noise.  
Shame because I quite liked this.  Not 
sure about all the balls on stage though.  
Their purpose was?  (22nd)

I enjoyed the performance of Evdokia 
very much for Cyprus.  She delivered a 
confident and slick routine that suited 
the ‘Fiddler On The Roof’ style of song.  
Again the failure of this to qualify, I think, 
was it being drawn in the wrong semi-

final, but that is just the luck of the draw.  
Given the continued success of Greece, I 
do wonder how much longer Cyprus will 
continue participating.  (20th) 

Malta had a fair crack of the whip 
though, with musically one of the 
strongest songs of all 43.  The problem 
here was the performance of Morena, 
who seemed lost on stage, charging from 
one end to the other.  This song had a 
great Russian vibe to it and really should 
have made more of the Cossack theme.  
This was one song where an overdose of 
flamboyant movement would have been 
wholly appropriate.  An opportunity 
missed methinks.  (18th) 

One of my early favourites was 
the Slovenian entry.  This was 

another that lost something 
in its ‘revamped for the 

contest’ version.  Rebeka 
definitely had a vocal 
uphill struggle during 
the performance, but 
held it together just 
enough to prevent 
it from being a  
Euro disaster.  I still 
think that, with the 

right remix, this could 
be a strong commercial 

track around Europe.  
Her version of a Wimbledon  

ball girls uniform was minxy  
too.  (14th) 

More than any other non-qualifier my 
heart went out to the Andorran delegation 
this year.  “Casanova” was undoubtedly 
their most popular pre-contest song yet, 
but once more they fell short of making 
the final.  Granted, Christina Aguilera’s 
‘Moulin Rouge’ styled Duracell dress 
wouldn’t have been my choice of outfit 
and I would have toned down the vocal 
acrobatics of the last refrain, but even 
still this was one of the best 25 songs in 
Belgrade this year.  (11th)
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Every year I’m resigned to at least 
one of my favourites not having a hope 
in qualifying for the final, and this year 
that honour went to Lithuania.  I mean 
so much was wrong.  The bling, the 
nightshirt and the Kate Bush hairstyle.  
Yet there was a sense of honesty in his 
simple performance and, although at 
times he wasn’t quite over some of the 
notes, it was still a great effort and one 
that deserved a better reaction from the 
Belgrade crowd.  (9th)

After the disaster of 2007 I really 
thought Switzerland were back in the 
final this year.  Like the Belarussian 
singer, Paolo verged on being drowned 
out by the music at times, but with such 
a strong song and an unexpected 
change of tempo, this really 
was robbed of a Saturday 
night appearance.  
Therein lies ESC’s 
current voting issue.  
Those countries 
with very little 
advantage of 
diaspora voting 
are now basically 
getting shafted and 
it’s not fair.  (7th)

Last, but by no 
means least of the non-
qualifiers, is Bulgaria.  
Quite why I have this so high 
in my personal list of preferences 
I’m not sure, but as soon as I hear the 
opening bars of the song I’ve a desire 
to get up and dance!  This was one of 
the strongest stage performances of the 
whole contest and quite a coup to get 
Professor Stephen Hawking to provide 
backing vocals.  After last year I thought 
the tide had turned and that Bulgaria 
would be in for the final … but sadly it 
was not to be.  (2nd)

Whatever issues arise before and after 
any Eurovision, as a spectacle it just 

seems to get better and better every year.  
Serbian Television did a wondrous job 
of hosting the three shows.  Jovana and 
Zeljko were competent, and kept things 
running smoothly and quickly, although 
their wardrobe changes alone must 
have cost a small fortune.  Again the 
necessary advert breaks were filled with 
utter tripe from pointless co-hosts with 
no immediate clue as to what is going 
on.  I repeat a plea from last year (well 
why not, we got two semi’s this year 
didn’t we?!!).  Why can’t these breaks 
be filled with highlights from the semi-
finals giving the crowd a chance to cheer 
the non-qualifiers.  It would sure beat 
being yelled at by various idiosyncratic 

buffoons year after year from the 
greeeeen ruuuuum.

One horrible feature that is 
becoming more apparent 

with every Eurovision 
is the crowd showing 
disapproval of some 
entries by booing, 
both before and 
after a performance.  
I totally abhor this 
kind of behaviour but, 

in a most contradictory 
manner, may I please 

offer my heartfelt thanks 
to those wonderful few that 

gave this entry the bird.  Section 
all of them for giving us the lowest point 
in the contest’s 53 year history.  Spain, I 
am ashamed of you.  (43rd) 

The final didn’t exactly get off to a 
banging start with the vastly overrated 
Romanian entry, where there seemed to 
be a total mismatch of vocal capabilities.  
Vlad was very strong, confident looking 
and his capabilities totally overshadowed 
the inferior Nico.  Her only saving grace 
was the fact that she saw fit to change 
the vile dress she had on for the semi-
final.  I always think it’s better if an 
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up-tempo number opens a Eurovision 
show.  (40th)

For extra protection the Azerbaijanis 
came with wings.  Undoubtedly Elnur 
threw some awesome notes into the 
performance, but the song just left 
me very cold albeit with an open jaw!  
Another rather disappointing issue 
was that the song made the top 10, just 
like the first two Armenian entries that 
didn’t deserve too either.  Thus another 
ex-Soviet state is virtually guaranteed 
final status every year.  I‘m not sure if 
it‘s just me, but if you have a couple of 
drinks then squint while watching this it  
looks like a sing off between Phillip 
Schofield and Dougal from the Magic 
Roundabout.  (39th)

I’ve little enthusiasm for 
this year’s winner.  No 
complaints with a long 
overdue win for the 
Russians, but so  
many of their 
past entries were 
vastly superior to 
“Believe”, including 
Dima’s past effort in 
2006.  The song was so 
tame and dreary with 
a completely pointless 
stage accompaniment.  
Plushenko is a wondrous 
skating talent, but was reduced 
to looking like a fool on such a small 
rink.  On his own in the stage backdrop 
would’ve been more suitable.  Worst 
winner since 1992.  (38th) 

The third year of Finnish rock brought 
their least successful result yet, and I 
was very surprised that it qualified for 
the final.  A simple song to review really.  
No middle ground.  You either like this 
kind of thing or you don’t, and I’m not 
particularly keen.  Terasbetoni looked 
the part and sounded just like they did 
on the studio version, which is always 

impressive, but I hope the Finns have a 
change of musical direction for next year.  
(36th)

Kalomira was more than lucky to 
end up with such an impressive total 
on the scoreboard.  I couldn’t get my 
head around this one at all; just a bog 
standard Britney wannabe with limited 
vocal abilities and a moderate song 
and performance.  Usually when the 
Greeks do pop in Eurovision it’s a slick  
routine with suitable ethnic touches, but 
this was a forced and slightly desperate 
effort, and in no way did it deserve 3rd 
position.  (35th)

So it was panto season in Latvia then.  
I guess this is the type of thing that has 

helped garner the current reputation 
of Eurovision.  It was all a bit 

of harmless fun which was 
energetically performed 

by the Pirates, though 
some vocal coaching 
wouldn’t have done 
any harm as they 
were by far the worst 
in any of the shows.  
Rather fortunate, then, 
that in this song’s case 

it didn’t really matter.  
My niece’s favourite.  

She’s nine.  (28th)
 Whatever the song the 

Union Jacks are always waved  
at my party for the United Kingdom.  
Andy is one of those singers that  
could sing a nursery rhyme to perfection 
and leave you wanting more.  The 
problem was always going to be the  
song, which just wasn’t strong enough.  
Were we under marked?  I’d say in  
relation to a few of the songs most 
definitely yes, but it was only a few 
positions lower than where it really 
should’ve been.  The staging, effort 
and vocals were as good as any other 
countries though.  (26th)
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My money was on Serbia to do  
the double this year.  I guess  
nowadays this could be aptly described 
as your typical Balkan ethereal 
song, but there is no 
doubt that they do it so 
well.  Jelena’s vocals 
were poignant and 
heartfelt, and an 
honest tribute to 
the host nations 
magnificent efforts 
in hosting the 
contest.  I really 
liked the preceding 
postcard into the 
song too.  A nice touch.  
(25th) 

Denmark’s qualification 
was another that surprised me, 
although I had it ranked highly when I 
first heard the song.  Some might say 
that Simon was endearing in a ‘Norman 
Wisdom auditioning for Mary Poppins’ 
kind of way but, to be honest, I found 
it all a bit bizarre and half expected 
him to stop midway through the song 
and launch himself into “Chim-
Chiminee”.  Still, it was great 
to see the Danes back in 
the final once again  
and he is also my 
friend on Myspace 
now!  Hope he’s not 
reading this.  (24th) 

For an American 
Isis Gee didn’t 
half struggle with 
the diction of her 
song.  I made more 
sense of many others 
using English as a second 
language.  This was still a 
very strong entry though from 
a country that needed to qualify for the 
final after a few years of bad placings.  
Her voice was powerful when it needed 

to be and, in spite of looking like a 
mermaid, I shall remember this fondly 
for four reasons.  Teeth, Tan, Turquoise 

and Tonsils.  (23rd)
Sometimes a song’s remix 
can work in its favour and 

certainly this was the 
case with the Albanian 
entry.  It wasn’t altered 
beyond recognition 
but, with the few 
subtle changes and 
Olta’s impressively 
assured performance, 
it was no surprise to see 

this qualify; even from 
the more difficult semi-

final.  Shame about the small 
amount of booing at the start of 

her song.  How political issues that 
began almost 100 years ago should be 
a feature of a 16 year old’s biggest ever 
performance I don’t know.  (21st)

Another of the big four nations 
bleating about their position this year 
was Germany.  Nothing was really going 
in their favour though.  No Angels were 

no singers either and going fourth 
can be a nasty draw; rather 

like being on second!  The 
song was pretty instant, 

and I’m not surprised 
it became a sizeable 
hit in their homeland, 
but with vocals as 
weak as they were  
in places I’d say this 
was a pretty fair 
result.  I did like it 

though.  (19th)
Iceland was a country 

I thought might not make 
the final, but I was very 

glad that they did.  Another of 
Eurovision’s musical characteristics are 
those songs with that so called driving 
Eurobeat, and this song definitely had 
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that.  The performance was not over 
choreographed and there were some great 
vocals from both Fridrik and Regina.  He 
was a spitting image of serial reality TV 
celebrity Jeff Brazier too.  I won’t hold 
that against him.  (17th)

One entry that really comes alive in 
its live form was the Armenian entry.  
Looking remarkably like Blue Peter’s 
Konnie Huq, Sirusho gave two very 
strong performances.  Vocally it was all 
there and her dress was rather smart as 
well.  The troupe dancing alongside her 
did some very clever stuff and, for once, 
Armenia deserved the barrage of points 
that came their way.  Just one small bit of 
criticism was the repetitive nature of the 
song and I wonder if this will still 
be as popular in a few months 
time.  (16th)

The result of the 
contest for me was the 
top 10 placing gained 
by a superb Israeli 
singer and song.  A 
great haunting intro 
and consistently 
nailed vocals from 
Boaz so rightly 
achieved in spite of 
few voting allies and 
a draw sandwiched 
between a lot of noise.  It 
does make you wonder if this 
would have been the winning song under 
a jury system.  Regardless of that, this was 
one of the few standout performances in 
Belgrade and I hope he sings for Israel 
again someday soon.  (15th)

75 cents.  Now you have to admit that 
the name was genius.  Will it go up a cent 
every year on his birthday?  Again a huge 
shock to see this in the final but, as I was 
backing this almost from the first time I 
heard it, I certainly wasn’t complaining.  
Catchy in a slightly whimsical way and 
certainly memorable, I guess Croatia 
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had done their homework after last 
year’s disastrous result.  75 cents!  Love 
it.  (13th)

Diana Gurtskaya was not as assured 
vocally in the final as she had been in her 
semi, but given that she had to contend 
with a sheet flapping over her head just 
as her biggest note was coming she did 
pretty well.  In places the song reminded 
me of an old Martika song, “Toy Soldiers”, 
which was no bad thing and for the second 
year in a row the Georgians scored with a 
song that wasn’t comparable to any other 
in the contest.  Not too sure about the two 
Rhydian clones dancing alongside her 
though.  (12th)

Proof that humour can work on a 
Eurovision stage came in the form 

of this year’s French entry.  
Whoever thought up the 

golf buggy entrance 
and bearded backing 

singers should be 
paid lots of Euros, 
though so too should 
the aforementioned 
singers who had a 
very difficult job to do 
with the rise and fall of 

some very monotonous 
sounds.  The 70’s styling 

yet 80’s sound was highly 
original and credit to Sebastien 

for giving it a go.  Credit to the 
UK for giving it votes too.  (10th)

Maria performed a fitting finale to 
this year’s contest.  There was a sound 
of pure quality in her voice that made 
this stand out, especially drawn in the 
middle of the first semi.  This made the 
song noticeable even if it wasn’t that 
remarkable.  I thought the small amount 
of choreography wasn’t really needed 
though.  She would have been better  
just standing on stage and emoting.  
Another lookey-likey too.  Abi Titmuss 
anyone?  (8th)
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Top of the Scandinavian tree of rather 
impressive entries this year I’ve placed 
Sweden.  Given the huge favourite tag that 
hung over their head, the performances 
remained slick and extremely Swedish.  
Never a contender, I was shocked that 
this hadn’t automatically qualified 
fuelling the fan favourite Euro disaster 
myth.  I know it’s also a trite superficial 
of me, but did anyone else think that the 
backing boys Sven and Sven spoilt the 
overall glam effect of the thing?  (6th)

With a song that could have been 
written three decades ago, Vania finally 
achieved some kind of a decent result 
for a typically honest Portuguese song.  
This would have been in the bottom five 
in 1978, yet the awesome vocals 
of the woman who really 
could be heard above 
her backing track and 
the impressive gusto 
performance was 
head and shoulders 
above all else in 
Belgrade.  I admit 
I shed a tear when 
Jovana announced 
that this had 
qualified, and the 
second place in the 
semi-final will, I guess, 
go down as Portugal’s 
best ever Eurovision placing.  
Stunning.  (5th)

Who knew that Laka’s sister was 
Cleo Rocos?  Maybe the success of a 
comedy style performance is that you 
have to have a strong song to go with 
it.  The song for Bosnia Herzegovina 
seems to have been largely overlooked 
in relation to the performance, which is 
a great shame as this had a beautiful, yet 
childlike melody hence the infancy of the 
performance.  There was plenty to watch 
on stage, but also so much goodness to 
listen too.  (4th)

“Deli” was a strong departure to 
the usual Turkish entry this year.  An 
effortless performance from a band that 
had obviously been around for quite a 
while and a song that just seems to get 
better every time I listen to it.  I can’t 
think of anything else to add other than 
just brilliant.  (3rd)

For once my favourite pre-contest entry 
didn’t let me down.  In fact I thought the 
Ukrainian song just got stronger and 
stronger.  I’m sure many would agree 
that visually it all worked (certainly 
compared to the Greeks).  Ani Lorak 
could sing as well, and her interaction 
with her dancers was very clever and 
the box idea equally so.  I’m fail to 

understand the Russian appeal over 
this, but shall accept defeat 

gracefully just as long as it 
triumphs in the Retro poll 

- far more important 
than the Eurovision 
voting!  (1st)

Speaking of the 
Retro poll, have you 
voted yet?  Many 
thanks to those of you 

that have posted or  
e-mailed me with their 

votes and comments.  
Your votes are soon to 

be counted, but there is still 
time to participate.  Remember, 

I need your top 10’s for both semi-finals, 
your top 10 for the final 25 songs and 
finally a top 10 of your favourites from 
all 43 of this year’s songs.  You can post 
the voting form printed in the last issue 
of Vision to Darren Jenkin, 11 Fairfield, 
Ludgvan, Penzance, Cornwall TR20 8ES 
or, if you would prefer, e-mail me at  
ahotspur@hotmail.co.uk  Don’t forget that 
your comments on any or all of the songs 
are most welcome and the best ones will 
be included alongside the poll results in 
the next issue. v
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More Eurovision curiosities by Thomas Latham

First, an update to a column in which I 
claimed that Ria Solar’s “Liebe, Küsse 
Und Sehnsucht” (a cover of 1960’s 
“Love, Kisses And Heartaches”) was 
probably the earliest foreign language 
cover of a non-winning entry from 
the UK’s pre-selection competitions. 
It turns out it wasn’t even the earliest 
German language cover version of one.  
I have since come across Heidi Brühl’s 
1959 single “Wir Werden Uns Finden” 
(Philips 345 160 PF), which has “Immer, 
Wenn Du Bei Mir Bist” as the B-side.  
This turns out to be a German cover of 
1959’s “Suddenly”, which was written 
by Michael Pratt and performed by 
Glen Mason (though it is best known 
through the recorded version by Petula 
Clark).  The song can also be found on 
the 2000 Bear Family CD “Wir Wollen 
Niemals Auseinander” (BCD 15584).  
Even though the booklet claims that it 
is a version of Ronnie Hall’s “Suddenly 
You Know” this is a mistake and it is 
definitely a cover of Petula’s cover (if 
you see what I mean).  If anyone knows 
of an even earlier cover version – let me 
know. 

If you were looking for “Puppet 
On A String” (UK67) in Polish (and 
who isn’t?) then look no further than 
Halina Kunicka’s “Marionetka” on the 
CD “Platynowa Kolekcja” (PM 032-2) 
issued by GM Records.  Meanwhile 

you can find another famous song by 
Messrs Coulter and Martin on a triple 
CD set by Frank Schobel – “Hits, Songs 
& Raritaten Volume 1-3” (Sony-BMG/
AMIGA 88697165432).  Although Cliff 
Richard recorded a German version 
of “Congratulations” (UK68) as “Man 
Gratuliert Mir”, singer Frank Schobel’s 
1970 single version (Amiga 4 45 037) 
has different lyrics and the title “Kommt 
Gratulieren”.  Interestingly, the CD 
also contains his more straightforward 
version of “Gut, Dass Es Freunde Gibt”, 
which was Cliff’s entry to the 1973 ESC.  
Schobel’s version of the latter was the 

Heidi Brühl
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B-side to a cover of Gilbert O’Sullivan’s 
“Get Down” (Amiga 455930).  

Today Gloria Hunniford is better 
known as a radio and television presenter, 
but once upon a time she was a singer.  
Apparently she was appearing on Ulster 
Television’s “In Town With Tommy” with 
another guest, Alan Hawkshaw, who 
had just submitted “Are You Ready For 
Love” for Lulu’s SFE in 1969.  He asked 
Gloria to record it and so she travelled 
to London to put her vocals over Lulu’s 
original backing track.  It was released 

as a single on Hawkshaw’s Tangerine 
label (DP0012) becoming a top ten hit in 
the Ulster charts.  Gloria’s version of the 
song was finally released on CD at the 
end of last year and you can find it on 
“Stockingtop Pop : Dream Babes Volume 
8” (RPM 329).  

In a few cases we know not only 
the songs that made it to a particular 
SFE but also some of the songs that 
didn’t.  Usually this is because a reject 
turned out to be a hit.  This was the 
case with “Something Old, Something 
New” written by Cook, Greenaway 
and Macaulay, which was apparently 
submitted for Clodagh Rodgers to sing 
in 1971.  In the end it didn’t make the 
final cut but instead was recorded by 
The Fantastics (formerly known as The 
Velours) and reached #9 in the UK charts 

(Bell 1141); the song is available on a 
variety of compilation CDs.  

Speaking of Clodagh Rodgers, her own 
favourite song from the 1971 SFE was 
“Another Time, Another Place” (which 
only came 4th) and it must have been 
gutting to see Engelbert Humperdinck 
have a big hit with it later that year.  Still, 
this does mean that there are a number 
of cover versions of the song out there to 
be found.  Canadian singer Jean Nichol 
(sometimes known as the Tom Jones 
of Quebec) recorded a version as “Une 

Autre Temps, Une Autre Place” for his 
1972 LP “Pour Vous” (Trans-World TWK-
6503) and this can be found on the CD 
“Les 20 Meilleures” (Disques Mérite 22-
7722).  The CD also includes “Viendras-
tu”, which he released as a single in 1974 
(Trans-World TF9-120) and is his cover 
of “Eres Tu” (ES73).  

Before she won Eurovision in 1992 
with “Why Me?”, Linda Martin was a 
member of Chips (not the same group 
as SE82) in the 1970s.  They entered the 
Irish pre-selection a number of times in 
the 1970s and 1980s, including 1977 with 
the song “Goodbye, Goodbye”, which 
came 4th.  The winner on that occasion 
was The Swarbriggs Plus Two with “It’s 
Nice To Be In Love Again”, which came 
3rd in that year’s delayed Eurovision.  
One of the Plus Two was Nicola Kerr, 
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herself a former member of Chips,  
who later went on to be a member 
of the New Seekers (UK72) in 1979-
1980.  She sang lead vocals on “Tell 
Me”, which was disqualified from the 
1980 SFE.  Nicola has just re-released a  
CD of lullabies for children called 
“Sleepytime Lullabies” (Nik 
Productions), which has had some 
excellent reviews in the mother-and-
baby press, so if your little ones are 
having trouble dropping off to sleep you 
might want to invest in it.  

Incidentally, a performance by the New 
Seekers of their single “We’ve Got To Do 
It Now” appears on the recently released 
DVD of “The Two Ronnies - Series 3”.  
Coincidentally, the song was written by 
Cook and Greenaway (see above), who 
were also partly responsible for “I’d Like 
To Teach The World To Sing”.  Whereas 
that came out of an attempt to sell Coca 
Cola, all proceeds from the sale of this 
song went to the “Keep Britain Tidy” 
campaign.  

For a short run, London was recently 
treated to “Make Me A Song: The Music of 
William Finn” (Finn being the composer-
lyricist of, for example, the hit Broadway 
show “The 25th Annual Putnam County 
Spelling Bee”).  Among the cast were no 
less than two UK Eurovision entrants: 

Sally Ann Triplett (UK80/82) and Frances 
Ruffelle (UK94).  I wonder if they swapped 
tales of Eurovision while waiting to 
perform?  Anyway, the show had a very 
good website with excellent biographies 
of the cast (which also included Ian ‘H’ 
Watkins of Steps).  You can check it out at 
www.makemeasongthemusical.co.uk  

Swedish pre-selections are generally 
acknowledged as being of a consistently 
high standard and it is, perhaps, no 
surprise to find that non-winning songs 
from Melodifestivalen have been covered 
abroad.  Cecilia Vennersten’s “Det 
Vackraste”, written by Maria Radsten, 
Peter and Nanne Gronvall - aka One 
More Time (SE96), came second behind 
Jan Johansen’s “Se Pa Mig” but was still 
a big hit in Sweden.  You can find Dana 
Winner’s Flemish-language version (“Ik 
Zing Vandaag Een Lied”) on her CD 
“Ergens In Mijn Hart” (EMI 7243 4993552 
5), which also includes her cover of 
“L’amour Ca Fait Chanter La Vie” (BE78).  

In 1998, all four songs that made it 
through to the final of the Great British 
Song Contest were released as singles, 
but the same is not true for the four 
that stalled in the semi-final on Radio 2.  
However, I recently came across a CD 
release for Farrell Lennon’s “Suddenly 
(Took So Many Years)” on the promo 
album “Ones That Got Away”, which 
appears to be Island Records’ attempt 
to interest record companies in singles 
that, for one reason or another, had failed 
to take off.  Although I recognise some 
of the other artists like Orange Juice, 
Banderas, Lena Fiagbe and Alisha’s Attic, 
I don’t know any of the other songs so 
I’m assuming the promo failed.  Look out 
for it though.  

If you have any information about releases 
that may be of interest to others, or even just 
questions, then please drop me a line: Thomas 
Latham, Long Close, Prior Park Road, Ashby 
de la Zouch, Leicestershire, LE65 1BL
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1. In recent years, Melodifestivalen, the 
Swedish national final, has been extended to 
a total of six shows.  What is the name given 
to the show in which the eight songs that 
finished 3rd and 4th in their respective heats 
compete for the last two places in the final?

2. Björn Skifs 
enjoyed an 
unlikely U.S. 
number one 
hit with a 
cover version 
of “Hooked 
On A Feeling” 

as the lead singer of which group?

3. Andreas Lundstedt appeared at  
E u r o v i s i o n 
in 2006 as a 
member of the 
Swiss group 
Six4One.  But 
how many 
times has he 
participated 

in Melodifestivalen, either as a solo artist or 
as part of a group?

4. Who performed at Melodifestivalen 1973 
singing the ABBA song “Ring Ring”?
 
5. And who performed the ABBA song “Bang 
En Boomerang” at Melodifestivalen 1975?
 
6. Which early Swedish participant is better 
known for her prolific jazz career, including 
a fruitful collaboration with Duke Ellington in 
the 1960s?

7. Who was the Swedish representative the 
last time they hosted the Eurovision Song 
Contest?

8. Andreas Johnson, who has tried his hand 
at the last three Swedish finals, had a big UK 

and European 
hit at the 
turn of the 
m i l l e n n i u m 
with which 
song?

9. Alexander Bard’s BWO project has also 
participated in three recent Swedish finals.  
But where did “Sunshine In The Rain”,  
their recent Radio 2 playlisted single, chart in 
the UK? 

10. Country singer and American Idol 
alumnus Carmen Rasmusen recorded an 
improbable cover version of which 2000s 
Melodifestivalen entry, originally performed 
at the Swedish final by a singer now also best 
known for her country albums?

11. “Cotton Eye Joe” hitmakers Rednex 
achieved a respectable placing at 
Melodifestivalen 2006 with “Mama Take Me 

Home”.  But 
which other 
c o u n t r y ’ s 
national final 
have they 
entered in 
recent years?

12. And finally, the words “ingenting” and 
“evighet” crop up in countless Swedish 
songs.  What do they mean?

Answers on inside back page

EUROQUIZ
Europe may have fallen out of love with Swedish schlager, but we still love a 
good dose of Scandinavian song.  This issue’s quiz takes a look at Sweden, 
both at ESC and beyond!
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So this year’s contest 
is over and done with, 
and it’s off to Russia 
next year!  But before 
we put the 2008 season 
to bed, this edition 
of ESC Online takes 
one last look at some 
of the sites that made 
the Belgrade season 
a more enjoyable 
experience, as well 
as a number of other 
goodies.

The word “blog” 
seems to be cropping 
up in this column with 
increasing frequency, 
but then Eurovision is 
precisely the kind of 
subject that lends itself 
to the personalised 
musings favoured 
by bloggers.  Interestingly, a number 
of “real-world” media sources appear 
to have cottoned on to this theory, with 
blogs affiliated to news sites gradually 
becoming commonplace – take “All 
Things Eurovision” on the Manchester 
Evening News site, for example  
(blogs.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/
eurovision/), which continues to provide 
a mixture of news and opinion even in 
the aftermath of this year’s competition;  
or Boom Bang A Blog! (boombangablog.
merseyblogs.co.uk/), which coupled 
the stay-at-home analysis of Whoops 

Dragovic webmaster 
Jamie McLoughlin and 
Euro-sceptic singer/ 
songwriter John 
Siddle with roaming 
reports from Belgrade.  
Hopefully this trend 
will continue in future 
years.

Meanwhile, a fan 
blog that would have 
been thoroughly 
worthy of the 
“professional” tag was 
provided by Phutty, 
an Australian based 
in Estonia.  Genuinely 
intelligent writing 
about ESC may  
seem like a contra-
diction in terms or a 
waste of resources, 
but makingthebelgrade.

blogspot.com proved to be one of  
the highlights of the season and is  
well worth checking out even in 
retrospect.

Given the size of its fanbase, the 
UK is surprisingly underrepresented 
in the online ESC world.  www.
songs4europe.com aims to rectify 
this deficit – as its name suggests, it  
primarily focuses on the UK selection 
process over the years.  While somewhat 
haphazard in its approach, there’s a ton 
of information on offer, and the images 
of Radio Times front covers and record 

ESCONLINE
Welcome to another edition of your guide to everything that’s 

Eurovision on the World Wide Web!

Manchestereveningnews.co.uk

www.gayeurovision.com
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ESCONLINE sleeves are a nice touch.  
Meanwhile, interviews 
with the likes of 
Andy Abraham, Daz 
Sampson and Rob 
McVeigh suggest that 
this site will establish 
itself as more than  
just a repository of  
dry facts.

Another fine addition to the online 
scene is Merci Chérie (www.mercicherie.
blogspot.com/), which uses its sequential 
focus on specific albums and singles as 
a springboard to discuss ESC artists, 
national final history and a whole lot 
more besides. Well-researched and 
packed with fascinating facts, it’s  
worth a visit for the procession of record 
sleeves alone.

“How gay is Eurovision?” is a question 
that will always stir up 
debate among fans, 
both in the online 
world and beyond.  
For better or worse, 
www.gayeurovis ion.
com/ takes a fairly 
light-hearted view of 
the subject with an 
unashamedly “loud 
and proud” attitude 
that some will love 
and others will hate.  
Which is, I suppose, 
very much the point!

By contrast, Euro- 
vision Winner (www.
eurovisionwinner.com) 
takes a curiously 
analytical approach to 
the contest, breaking 
every aspect down  
into its constituent 
parts in an attempt  
to identify exactly 
what it takes to 

win.  Although its 
conclusions range 
from the tenuous to the 
screamingly obvious, 
it’s an interesting 
approach that I 
haven’t seen repli-
cated elsewhere, and 
provides some insights 
into the increasingly 

bizarre world of the televoting-era ESC.
While we’re on the subject of  

unique approaches, have you ever 
wondered what a theoretical Eurovision 
set constructed entirely of Lego  
might look like? www.mocpages.com/ 
moc.php/10142 will give you the answer.  I 
think it’s fair to say that this one has to be 
seen to be believed ...

And finally, in light of the recent Vision 
interview with Lenny Kuhr, it would be 

remiss of me not to 
conclude this column 
by mentioning the 
lady’s official fansite 
at www.lennykuhr.
web-log.nl  Although 
somewhat content-
heavy and resolutely 
in Dutch, sections 
such as “Curiosa”  
and “Discografie” 
should be easy  
enough to navigate  
for non-native 
speakers, even 
if the latter is  
still very much a 
work in progress!

That’s all for this 
time – but, as always, 
your feedback and 
recommendations are 
more than welcome 
( m . d . f a u l k n e r @
hamburg.de).  Happy 
surfing! v

www.mocpages.com

www.lennykuhr.web-log.nl

www.eurovisionwinner.com



ANDY ABRAHAM
Even If
Bline CD2
The Very Best Of
Sony BMG 88697317572)

If you’ve not listened to 
Andy Abraham prior to 
his Eurovision entry then 
“The Very Best Of” is a good 
starting point.  It takes seven 
tracks from his debut album. 
“Impossible Dream”, and eight 
from “Soul Man” (including 
his number 63 single “Hung 
Up”), but fails to include 
his biggest hit “December 
Brings Me Back To You”.  The  
album is full of soul cover 
versions that fail to showcase 
Andy’s incredible voice 
adequately.  “Even If” is a  
self financed release and 
without record company 
pressure his style is far 
more relaxed.  You can hear 
that Andy is in a better 
place on this, his third 
album.  Highlights include 
“You”, “Stay For Life” and 
“Whenever” - on which he is 
joined by Roachford and Lucy 
Randell.  RC

BIDDU
Futuristic Journey / Eastern 
Man
Vocalion CDSML 8435
Two groundbreaking albums 
from the late seventies,  

Biddu paved the way for 
many eastern artists in the 
UK.  These two albums, 
joined together for their  
CD release, provide the 
evidence.  The fusion of east 
meets west provides startling 
listening at first, but once you 
immerse yourself into these 
rhythms you’ll be converted 
too.  Biddu is also joined by 
Mike Moran on “Eastern 
Man”.  RC  

BROTHERHOOD OF 
MAN
United We Stand
RPM Retro 826
This CD gathers together the 
recordings of the original 
version of Brotherhood of 
Man, put together by Tony 
Hiller and based around 
the vocals of Tony Burrows, 
pre-dating the foursome we 
know and love.  The original 
album of “United We Stand” 
is augmented here by 13 
other songs, including some 
subsequent singles and 

songs by Sue & Sunny.  It 
is interesting to note how 
prolific a singles band the 
group was, with seven of 
the 11 original album tracks 
having been released in 7” 
format.  Bubblegum-style the 
music may be, but lyrically 
the sentiment was anti-war, 

hippy, peace and love; very 
much of its age.  Check out 
“This Boy” and “Love One 
Another” in particular.  MKP

BUCKS FIZZ
Lost Masters 2
Sony BMG 88888888882
If you thought that “Lost 
Masters” gave you the final 
chapter in the Bucks Fizz story, 
then this collection proves 
you wrong.  Unfortunately, 
there is little of interest here to 
anyone but the most fervent 
fan.  There is still no round up 
of solo material, also absent 
from previous compilations, 
and the release is just made 
up of endless tracks with 
different vocals and new 
mixes.  Sorry, but even the 
inclusion of an unreleased 
Christmas song fails to make 
this a worthwhile purchase.  
RC

BWO
Fabricator
EMI Sweden 5051892
BWO’s third album will 
appeal to fans of Alcazar and 
Army Of Lovers, and provides 
no surprises.  This is a CD 
that contains nothing except 
great Euro-pop!  Included are 
the singles “Save My Pride”, 
“Destiny Of Love” and, my 
personal favourite track, “Last 
Flight To San Francisco”.  RC

BWO
Pandemonium
EMI 50999 2 07754 2 1
Despite failing narrowly 
again to win Melodifestival, 
BWO hastily release a greatest 
hits collection culled from 
their three albums to date 
with a couple of new songs 
fleshing out the 18 songs.  
Although both recent BWO 
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MF songs are here, “Gone” is 
sadly left out.  BWO haven’t 
broken through in the UK 
despite regular Radio 2 plays 
of “Sunshine In The Rain”, 
and there is nothing here 
which will help BWO break 
out of their fanatical fanbase 
into wider appreciation.  This 
neatly draws a line under 
their career so far, but one 
also wonders if it serves as 
an epitaph.  It is difficult to 
see where BWO will go from 
here.  MKP

DJ BOBO
Ole Ole
Edel 1080438YES
To celebrate the 2008 European 
football championships held 
in Switzerland and Austria, 
DJ Bobo was asked to provide 
the Swiss anthem.  Being 
the title track of this party 
album, the release consists of 
six new songs, a new hit mix 
of past songs and seven old 
songs including a new mix of 
“Vampires Are Alive”.  The 
mood of party and celebration 
takes in a number of upbeat 
Euro-pop styles with another 

couple of Latino flavoured 
workouts to go alongside 
“Chihuahua”.  One new song 
is called “The Last Vampire”, 
showing that DJ Bobo is still 
working out his latest theme.  
MKP

CRAIG DOUGLAS & 
DOUG SHELDON
At Decca – Singles 
Compilation 1957-1961
Vocalion CDLK 4359
After nine hits on the Top 
Rank label and one for 
Columbia, Craig Douglas 
re-signed to Decca, to whom 
he had originally signed in 
1958 releasing unremarkable 
singles.  Second time around 
he enjoyed two Top 40 hits, 
a further three singles but 
no more appearances in 
the UK charts.  All seven 
singles appear on CD for 
the first time here but, apart 
from “Love Her While She’s 
Young” and “I’m So Glad I 
Found Her”, the majority of 
tracks sound like mediocre 
Cliff Richard songs.  Craig’s 
final single for Decca was the 
uptempo version of “From 
Russia With Love” (which 
was apparently recorded and 
released before Matt Monro) 
and it is easy to see why it 
didn’t chart!  The next 19 
tracks are taken from the ten 
singles Doug Sheldon issued 
on Decca – unfortunately 
there wasn’t enough running 
time to include the missing 
20th track!  Doug’s early 
singles are lacking in vocal 
confidence, but later tracks are 
far stronger.  Doug Sheldon 
had three Top 40 singles and 
the follow up to his second 
hit was his Song For Europe 
entry, “My Kingdom For 
A Girl”, which sounds no 
better, or worse, than “Ring-
a-ding Girl”.  His final hit 
was “I Saw Linda Yesterday” 
and the single that followed 
would be his last.  Doug 
parted company with Decca 

after just two and a half years 
and never recorded any more 
material.  In 1965 he appeared 
in Dr Who as Kirksen in 
“Daleks Masterplan”.  He 
had a small role in “Ryan’s 
Daughter” five years later 
and, in 1975, wrote the 
novel “The Rainbow Man”.   
Sounding like a cross between 
Billy Fury and Adam Faith, it 
is difficult to understand why 
Doug Sheldon didn’t enjoy 
more chart success, especially 
with “Lollipops and Roses” 
and “Live Now, Pay 
Later”.  It’s also difficult to 
understand why Vocalion did 
not issue two separate CD’s 
for each singer, especially 
because Craig Douglas fans 
outnumber Doug’s!  RC

EUROBAND
This is My Life
Icelandic Music/ Rigg Ehf 
(Digital Release)
No one can deny that Euroband 
are great fun!  Both are great 
performers and obviously 
have a passion for Eurovision 
that is apparent in their vocal 
and stage performances.  
This collection has been 
released in conjunction 
with their participation 
in Eurovision 2008 and is 
currently only available from 
www.icelandicmusic.com  We 
have a real treat here with 
their Eurovision entry in 
two formats (original and 
Credheadz remix), the duos 
various Icelandic national final 
songs (in English) and then a 
varied collection of Eurovision 
favourites.  From the English 
version of Switzerland’s “Ne 
Partez Pas Sans Moi” (Don’t 
Leave Without Me Now) to 
“Hold Me Now” and onto an 
Icelandic version of “Making 
Your Mind Up”, Euroband 
show they are versatile artists 
with the ability to make 
these favourites sound great 
without compromising the 
artistic value.  An actual CD 



version was distributed to 
the press in Belgrade and is 
already very collectable.  PMJ

EDYTA GORNIAK
EKG
Agora Indeks 234745
This is the first new album 
in five years from the Polish 
starlet.  After setting up a new 
record label and releasing a 
couple of highly regarded 
dance tracks, Edyta is back 
doing what she does best.  
This CD contains 12 tracks 
- six in Polish and six in 
English – the Polish tracks are 
superb, whereas, as before, 
she seems to suffer with her 
English material.  Not that 
it’s bad, just that the Polish 
work is much more superior.  
Many of the Polish tracks are 
English written and then have 
been adapted into Polish – so 
it’s possible that they have 
already appeared somewhere 
before.  Already a big hit in 
Poland, the lead single is a 
Polish cover of “I Surrender” 
from Celine Dion’s “A New 
Day” album.  This version is 
more dramatic and heartfelt, 
easily eclipsing Celine’s 
original.  Also included here 
is “Loving You” which has 
been floating around on 
Edyta’s Myspace page for a 
while now.  It’s a beautifully 
presented package and 
certainly worth seeking out if 
you’ve enjoyed any of Edyta’s 
previous work.  PMJ

NICOLA KERR
Sleepytime Lullabies
NK Productions - www.
sleepytimelullabies.co.uk
Former Swarbriggs Plus Two 
member, Nicola has released 
probably the most unusual 
departure for a Eurovision 
artist, a double CD of lullabies 
designed to send babies to 
sleep.  With only 11 tracks, the 
two CDs are short but each 
is programmed to gradually 
bring on sleep.  As well as 

traditional lullabies like “Lulla 
Lulla Lullabye”, there are 
unusual songs like “Lullabye 
in Ragtime” and intermingled 
sounds recorded from the 
womb.  Available from the 
above website.  MKP

LAKA
Zec
Mascom MCR CD 081
The madcap laughed at us 
with “Pokusaj”, a breath of 
fresh air with its exuberant 
change of rhythm and melody 
and its whoop of joy.  Loving 
that, I fell on this album which 
includes the aforementioned 
entry, but came away slightly 
disappointed.  The songs here 
show that “Pokusaj” was no 
one-off, but the 12 other one-
word title cuts are somewhat 
inaccessible as, by and large, 
choruses are eschewed.  
Don’t get me wrong, this is 
a very fine album indeed 
– I enjoyed “Medzed” and 
“Glup” especially – but it is 
by no means immediate.  If 
you loved the weirdness of 
“Pokusaj”, then investigate 
this; if not, then steer clear. 
MKP

SIMON MATHEW
All For Fame  
My Way/Remote M20152-2
By a long chalk the most 
personable contestant in 
Belgrade, it was heartening 
to see Simon Mathew’s jolly 
cheeky-chappie song “All 
Night Long” do so well, and 

following that here comes his 
album in the same vein.  The 
11 tracks, several written by 
Simon, run a gamut of styles 
but most of them are in that 
Saturday night punch the air 
style that puts you in mind of 
a 70s boyband (such as “Get 
Me High” and “All Step Up”).  
But not all songs are upbeat; 
“Music Can Do Anything” 
and “Silly Love Song” are 
both reflective, but most of 
this album will leave you with 
a smile on your face.  Well 
worth investigating. MKP

GEORGE MEIRING
Onthou Die Tye
Sony/BMG CDVAT6199

While more and more 
European countries show 
interest in the Eurovision Song 
Contest, it is sometimes easy 
to forget the impact the event 
is beginning to have on world 
music.  This South African 
release is testimony to the 
fact that singers far removed 
from the continent of Europe 
are increasingly looking to the 
contest for inspiration.  George 
Meiring, whose vocals are not 
dissimilar to Patrizio Buanne, 
provides his interpretation 
of two Eurovision classics; 
Ireland’s “Every Song Is 
A Cry For Love” from 
2006 and Norway’s 1994 
“Duett” which he performs 
in Afrikaans as “Liedjie Vir 
Danella” accompanied by 
Patricia Lewis.  The album 
also includes yet another 
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cover of “You Raise Me Up”, 
once again proving that Secret 
Garden’s original composition 
has now become one of the 
most recorded songs of recent 
years.  Other songs worth 
listening to are the sentimental 
“Keep The Dream Alive” and 
the highly emotive “Heal This 
Land”.  GL 

PAOLO MENEGUZZI
Corro Via
Sony BMG 88697278602
Paolo, San Remo star and 
purveyor of my favourite song 
of 2008, released this CD in 
Italy and Switzerland shortly 
before Eurovision.  The 12 
songs on the album highlight 
his somewhat dramatic 
balladeering style, similar 
in feel to “Era Stupendo”.  
Paolo has co-written all of the 
songs here and plays well off 
the lush rock orchestration 
on show.  Being a fan of 
this type of Italian music, I 
can recommend this, but it 
seems not to be in touch with 
the taste of other parts of 
Europe (unaccountably).  It 
is invidious to pick out best 
tracks, but try “Volo Libero” 
and “Mai Piu Qui” for a 
flavour of this classy offering.  
MKP

MATT MONRO
Sings
Not Now Music NOT2CD 267
That Old Feeling
Music Digital CD6714
Words & Music (with the 
Malcolm Lockyer Orchestra
Rex REXX120
As Matt’s early recordings 
come out of UK copyright, so 
the budget labels cash in.  All 
three CD’s include all 12 tracks 
from “Blue And Sentimental”, 
plus the six sides of his three 
Decca singles.  “Words & 
Music” is supplemented by 
instrumental tracks from the 
Malcolm Lockyer Orchestra, 
while “Sing” has a second 
disc featuring the soundtrack 

to the live DVD, “An Evening 
With Matt Monro”, recorded 
in Australia in 1966 and 
features live versions of most 
of his hits, including “Walk 
Away”.  RC

NEW SEEKERS
Live
Private Issue
Self-recorded, produced 
and sold at concerts as well 
as through the website, this 
22-track recording is the 
first new material from the 
New Seekers in many a long 
summer.  Reflecting their 2006 
tour, the songs selected here 
show off the New Seekers’ 
harmonies, their acoustic 
songs, their rock songs and 
their fantastic arrangements 
particularly on “Georgy Girl”.  
Of course, many of the hits 
are on the album including 
“Beg Steal or Borrow”.  If 
you can’t catch the group on 
their tour, this will be a good 
substitute; and if you have 
seen them live, this will be a 
good memento. MKP

FREDDY QUINN
Seine Grossen Erfolge
Polydor 9800976
Released in a budget series 
called Schlager Juwelen, this 
17 song collection summarises 
part of Freddy Quinn (DE56)’s 
lengthy career, built on 
seaman’s whistful country-
ish songs.  Best known for 
“Heimweh” and “Die Gitarre 
und Das Meer”, this selection 
includes “So Geht Das Jede 
Nacht”, “Why Can’t I Ever 
Be Lucky” (the only song in 
English) and “La Paloma”.  
A classic example of early 
German schlager.  Interesting 
and a good introduction.  
MKP

ANNE SHELTON
The Shelton Sound
Vocalion CDEA6141
This CD features Anne 
Shelton’s debut album in 

its entirerity, plus thirteen 
bonus tracks taken from 
singles issued between 1952 
and 1957.  Despite the fact 
that this compilation covers 
a period prior to her UK 
pre-selection entries, it’s well 
worth checking out.  Like 
Pearl Carr and Lita Roza, 
Anne Shelton seems to have 
been overlooked but, like her 
contemporaries, the beauty 
and clarity of her voice 
makes this perfect listening 
to recapture an era when the 
vocalist reigned supreme. RC

SISSEL
Into Paradise
Decca B0006140-02 (USA)
Released across the globe 
in 2006, “Into Paradise” 
saw many international 
reviewers describe Sissel as 
a ‘national institution’ within 
her homeland.  Be that as it 
may, no one can deny that 
the Norwegian singer has 
now started to spread her 
appeal beyond Scandinavian 
shores and is, in particular, 
beginning to capitalise on 
an increasing popularity 
within America.  Generally 
speaking this is an album of 
dramatic tracks such as “Dusk 
(Velkomne Med Æra)” and 
“Bachianas Brasileiras”, both 
of which have a tendency to 
be more restless than Sissel’s 
usual calming performances.  
In contrast, Bach’s “Wachet 
Auf, Ruft Uns Die Stimme”, 
performed in English, is the 
jewel in the crown of this 
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release, together with “Vitae 
Lux” and “Adagio”.  The 
interest here, however, is 
Sissel’s interpretation of “Like 
An Angel Passing Through 
My Room” which first 
appeared on ABBA’s “The 
Visitors” album back in 1981.  
Probably more classical than 
some of Sissel’s other releases, 
the American, European 
and Scandinavian versions 
all have slightly different 
track listings, requiring 
the completist to possibly 
consider purchasing all three 
editions.  GL

SEBASTIEN TELLIER
Sexuality
Lucky Number LUCKY017CD
Surprisingly, the only ESC 
artist of 2008 with their song 
released in the UK before 
Eurovision was French cult 
artist Sebastien Tellier on this 
album containing “Divine”.  
11 songs of electro-pop, half 
of which sound as if played 
on a casio keyboard, makes 
this quite an unusual album  
from an ESC artist. The 
songs, some in French and 
some in English, are themed 
around sexuality and are 
quite impenetrable on a 
first listening.  Deliberately, 
the songs are very similar, 
with “Manty” probably my 
favourite, featuring coquettish 
female laughter to offset 
Sebastien’s fey vocals.  This is 
an acquired taste.  MKP

VARIOUS
Eurosong 2008
Sabam Een - Unnumbered
Once again, following the 
Flemish selection of Belgium’s 
2008 entry, an official CD 
compilation was released.  
However, many of the 20 
songs pass by blandly without 
stopping to say hello.  Apart 
from Ishtar, Nelson’s “When 
I Can’t Find Love” is the pick 
of the crop (and you can see 
Justin Timberlake covering 

this) with Paranoiacs, Femme 
Fatale, Tanja Dexters and 
Geena Lisa being others to 
listen to.  Pretty thin fare 
makes this not an essential 
purchase.  MKP

VARIOUS
Eurovision 2008
Sony BMG 88697233612
Confusingly named, this is 
the CD of the Finnish pre-
selection with the 12 songs that 
battled out the contest won 
by Terasbetoni.  Pleasingly a 
significant number were in the 
Finnish language.  Movetron 
and Mikael Konttinen both 
had excellent songs in among 
an eclectic set.  Additionally 
there are two different 
versions of “Te Deum”, the 
Eurovision anthem, on the 
CD, one of which is a full 26 
minutes.  MKP

VARIOUS
Melodifestival 2008
M & L Records MLCD 0012
These double CDs have 
now been invaluable for 
collectors of Swedish music 
for some six years and, once 
again, connoisseurs will find 
plenty to admire among 
the 32 songs that were in 
competition to find a song to 
restore Swedish Eurovision 
pride.  Unfortunately, “Hero”, 
a ‘painting by numbers’ 
schlager song, wasn’t it.  
Was there something better?  
Check out the CD to make 
up your mind.  “Déjà Vu”, 
“Kebabpizza Slivovitz”, “Just 
A Minute”, “Empty Room” 
– each time I listen a new 
song thrusts itself forward.  
This wasn’t the best Swedish 
selection of all time, but  
this CD is an absolute must. 
MKP

VARIOUS
MGP 2008
Universal 176111-7
If the Swedish selection left 
a little to be desired, the 

Norwegian final was perhaps 
the strongest of any in 2008, 
and in “Hold On Be Strong” 
they had a result which was 
fully deserved.  I would 
suggest that at least half of 
the 18 songs here would have 
ended up in the top five at 
Eurovision this year, and the 
actual final had a bewildering 
mix of styles from ballad, 
schlager and pop-punk.  
However, it must be asked 
why Nicholas Carlie’s 
stupendous “Colliding” 
didn’t make the final.  If for no 
other reason, invest in this CD 
to get a copy of this genuine 
classic.  MKP

VARIOUS
Ultimate Eurovision Party
Sony BMG 88697315552
Released in Eurovision week, 
this CD treads a fine line 
between updating the UK 
entrants (last collected on 
“This Is Eurovision”) with 
several of the entries in the 
noughties (Jessica, Scooch, 

Daz, Foxy) and collecting the 
favourite winners from the 
past.  Making their debut on 
this double album are Co-Co 
with “Bad Old Days” and 
Prima Donna with “Love 
Enough For Two”.  Also, it 
is most welcome to have the 
English language version of 
Anne-Marie David’s 1973 
winner.  This is by no means a 
must-have collection, but it is 
certainly one of the best places 
to gather together several UK 
entries. MKP
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ANNA VISSI
Everything I Am”
Columbia COL 4987642
One could be forgiven for 
thinking that this 2000 CD 
was more recent, bearing in 
mind the fact that Greece’s 
first lady seems to have 
based the lyrics to her 2006 
ESC entry on a couple of the 
titles featured on this English 
language album; “Everything 
I Am” and “Still In Love 
With You” for example.  The 
overall style is very similar 
to “Everything”, her recent 
Eurovision offering, while the 
mixture of tempos and styles 
on this CD show off Anna’s 
mature vocals extremely 
well.  In addition to tracks 
composed by husband Nikos 
Karvelas, there is the notable 
inclusion of “On A Night Like 
This” as made famous by Kylie 
Minogue.  The single “Kick 
the Habit” stands out, while 
the title track is very much in 
the style of Cher’s “Believe”.  
If you liked “Everything” 
and Anna’s other Greek pre-
selection entries, you should 
definitely seek this out.  PCM

SINglED OuT
JAMES FOX & CARDIFF
CITY FC
Bluebirds Flying High
Plastic Tomato Records PLT02
Four years after representing 
his country at Eurovision with 
“Hold On To Our Love”, James 
Fox returned with his second 

single supporting Cardiff 
City Football Club and their 
FA Cup appearance on 17th 
May 2008, reaching number 
15 in the charts.  Written and 
performed by James, with the 
obligatory football cheering 
in the background, “Bluebirds 
Flying High” is more melodic 
than other sporting songs and 
is accompanied by a karaoke 
version.  Also featured 
is multimedia footage 
documenting the “Road 
to Wembley”, including a 
few seconds of archive film 
from Cardiff’s last FA Cup 
appearance in 1927.  GL

lIVE REVIEWS
CELINE DION
Taking Chances World Tour
Bercy Arena, Paris
27th May 2008
What does one do only two 
days after getting back from 
an exhausting fortnight 
in Belgrade?  Most people 
would take it easy and relax.  
No, not me.  I jet off to Paris 
to see the one and only Celine 
Dion strutting her stuff in the 
Bercy Arena, Paris as part of 
her Taking Chances World 
Tour.  Boy was it worth it!  I 
have to admit to being slightly 
Celine-obsessed after seeing 
her Vegas show three times 
in a row last year and then 
seeing her live in the UK three 
times in the space of a week in 
early May.  I figured that this 
might be the last tour she does 
for a while, so it was worth 

seeing my favourite singer 
while I could.  I think I saved 
the best ‘til last though.  The 
Paris concert was electrifying!  
While her shows in London 
and Manchester were 
excellent, there was something 
different about her French 
show.  Maybe it was because 
she was singing in her native 
tongue or because the crowd 
was more responsive, either 
way it was an incredible night 
and somehow seemed more 
real.
   The first thing to note about 
the tour is how hi-tech it is; 
the video intro, the stage 
with conveyor belts, the 
(fit) dancers and lighting.  
Directed by Jamie King, who 
is responsible for Madonna’s 
recent tours, the show is 
impressive before Dion belts 
out a single note.  Opening 
with “I Drove All Night”, the 
crowd erupts when she enters 
from under the stage crying 
out “Bonsoir Paris”.  She then 
launched into a series of her 
biggest French hits including 
“J’irai Où Tu Iras”, “Destin”, 
“Je Sais Pas” and “Ziggy”, 
as well as one of her more 
recent number one tracks 
“Et S’il N’en Restait Qu’une 
(Je Serais Celle-là)” from the 
latest French album “D’elles”.  
Some English tracks were 
included, notably tracks from 
her recent album “Taking 
Chances”.  However, one of 
the biggest hands of the night 
was reserved for a flawless 
rendition of “All By Myself”. 
I was sceptical that she might 
have been miming for this 
one.  After seeing how much 
she was sweating and out of 
breath, I would say that she 
not only sang it live but nailed 
that big note too!  One of the 
more touching moments came 
when she performed “S’il 
Suffisait D’aimer”, a beautiful 
ballad from the 1998 album of 
the same name, accompanied 
by the crowd singing along.  
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The performance of this 
song showed not only how 
popular she is in France, but 
also how enduring her French 
hits really are. 
   Dion manages to keep both 
camps happy, in her English 
shows she make references 
to her French career as well 
as performing “Pour Que Tu 
M’Aimes Encore” – which 
reached number seven in 
the UK charts.  In her French 
performance she managed 
to include many English 
numbers without isolating 
the French audience.  Some 
may criticise Dion for over-
singing, being too formulaic 
or even insincere with overly 
emotional performances.  
However, she really is an artist 
who knows how to work a 
crowd and can certainly belt 
out a tune or two.  For me, 
sitting in the fifth row, it was 
amazing to see this woman 
so close up.  She does indeed 
look amazing and it’s hard to 
imagine that this is the same 
woman who sang wearing 
that awful tutu in 1988!  
Funnily enough, she didn’t 
perform “Ne Partez Pas Sans 
Moi” although I certainly 
didn’t expect her to either.
   The encore of the evening 

was, of course, “Pour Que 
Tu M’Aimes Encore” which 
really is her signature song 
in France, taken from her 
album “D’eux” which is 
the biggest French album in 
history!  I personally love this 
song and it was nice to hear it 
performed in a venue where 
the people not only knew it 
but sang along, rather than in 
Vegas where most people sat 
and looked a little perplexed.  
Towards the end the crowd 
was almost as loud as she 
was; it didn’t go unnoticed 
as she called on them to sing 
along with her.  She’s certainly 
an act worth seeing even if 
she might not be back for 
another 10 years!  Those who 
like Celine will have loved 
the live shows and those who 
hate her would have laughed 
along at her mannerisms 
and sometimes outright 
wackiness.  Either way Dion 
wins, Celine is genius!  PJ

EurobEat : almost 
Eurovision
the millennium Centre, 
Cardiff
1st May 2008 
Currently touring the theatres 
of the UK is this Australian-
originated affectionate parody 
of the contest, which was 
a success at the Edinburgh 
Festival.  The show is an 
interactive experience with 
the audience asked to wave 
flags, clack clackers and vote 
for their favourite of the ten 
songs up for the contest.  
Hosted from Sarajevo by 
Sergey (played in this case 
by Gareth Hale) and the 
lovely Boyka (an excellent 
Sally Lindsay), the songs and 
dance routines are delicious 
parodies accessible to fan 
and non-fan alike!  Clothes 
fly off performers at regular 
intervals, notably during 
Greece’s “O Aphrodite” and 
Estonia’s “Together Again 
For The First Time”.  The UK 

reminds one of Jemini, the 
Irish song is note-perfect and 
lyrically challenged, while the 
Russian boyband were a cross 
between D’Nash and Prime 
Minister!  An interval act and 
exciting voting brought the 
evening to an enjoyable close.  
If you get the opportunity 
catch this lively and irreverent 
show at a theatre near you, 
make sure you go.  mKP

thE nEw sEEKErs
the Playhouse, weston-
super-mare
26th April 2008
Promptly at 7.30 pm, the 
touring version of the New 
Seekers stroll on stage with a 
classic three-boy, two-girl line 
up, augmented by a musical 
director and drummer.  Only 
Paul Layton remains from the 
“Beg Steal Or Borrow” days, 
but the sounds coming from 
Mick Flinn, Donna Jones, 
Mark Hankins and Francine 
Rees transport you back to the 
early 70s.  The first half of the 
show features a more acoustic 
set, while the tempo is often 
upbeat after the break.  Most of 
the hits are sung to the delight 
of the crowd, with “Circles” 
being a standout.  The 
harmonies are luxurious and 
the counterpoint singing in 
“Georgy Girl” is breathtaking.  
In the second half the boys 
do a cover of some Bee Gees 
songs, before all five conclude 
by singing “Beg Steal Or 
Borrow” and rocking out 
to “Pinball Wizard”.  The 
inevitable encore sees “I’d 
Like To Teach The World To 
Sing” performed with all of 
the crowd up on their feet 
singing along.  It seems a 
shame that the group does 
not have the opportunity to 
showcase any new material 
– they are writing new songs 
– nor maybe cover any more 
recent songs, but this is a most 
enjoyable nostalgic evening.  
mKP
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For Sale

Eurovision DVDs, CDs and records for sale from 1986 to 2008. Various  
remixes and cover versions also available. E-mail escorders@yahoo.co.uk 
for full details and latest sales list

Vision

1. Andra Chansen, 2. Blue Swede, 3. Five (1996, 1997 and 2007 solo, 2003 
and 2005 with Alcazar), 4. Benny, Björn, Agnetha & Anni-Frid (not yet known 
as ABBA), 5. Svenne & Lotta, 6. Alice Babs, 7. Roger Pontare, 8. “Glorious”,  
9. Number 69, 10. Jill Johnson’s “Crazy In Love”, 11. Romania, 12. “Nothing” 
and “eternity”

euro Quiz Answers

Tickets & Membership Cards
Anyone who is already seriously considering travelling to Russia for the 2009 Eurovision 
Song Contest is invited to take part in the OGAE Ticket Ballot where members are given 
the opportunity to be offered Eurovision tickets on a one ticket/one member basis.  To 
receive the full terms and conditions, together with the required ballot form, please send 
an A5 stamped, addressed envelope to:

OGAE UK – Tickets, 51 Greenfields Avenue, Totton, Southampton SO40 3LU

However, please note that participation in the annual ballot is now dependent on being 
in possession of a current and valid OGAE photo ID membership card.  Anyone without 
this card will not be able to take part in the ballot under any circumstance.  If you have 
not already submitted a passport-sized photograph as part of your subscription renewal, 
please ensure you forward one with your ballot application.

All completed ballot forms and, where appropriate, photographs must be received no later 
than 30th September 2008.  Late applications will be held on a reserve list and will not be 
processed unless additional tickets are made available to OGAE UK.

If you enjoyed the Birmingham Bash in 2006 and 2007 or want to share in the ‘Bash’ 
experience this year, it’s time to start preparing for Euro Bash to be held on Saturday,  
4th October 2008.

If you are interested in attending and would like to find out more, please e-mail the 
organisers at eurobash@btinternet.com or visit www.uk.ogae.net

The last two events have sold out quickly, so the sooner you register your interest  
the better!

eUro BaSH 2008



All received 14 points

The ‘LAst’ Page

Poland
“For Life”

Isis Gee
(10 points from Ireland and 

4 points from United Kingdom)

United Kingdom
“Even If”
Andy Abraham
(8 points from Ireland and 

6 points from San Marino)

Germany 
“Disappear”
No Angels
(12 points from Bulgaria and  

2 points from Switzerland)


